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Holland City News.
vol. XV -NO.

43.

HOLLAND,

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
Terms

Subscription

of

$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1.75 if
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
paid at six months.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER

MICH.,

—
dinner?
---

27, 1886.

WHOLE

over Kceoigsburg’g shoulder aud arm
uis

Kiuu wisnes lor our lunnksgiving

Did you

NO.

744.

The annual election of elders and

burning it in a terrible manner. Dr. J.

dea-

cons for the various Reformed Churches

relish your Thanksgivingd,nner. and we take pleasure in informing D. Wetmore was called and administered
him
___ > __ j._
of the city was held last Thursday,
him tlm*
that wo
we imn
had the sweetest and
tenderto the injured man’s sufferingsand at this
Thanksgiving, with the single exception
est of turkeys ou that occasion,besides a
writing reports the burns as healing nicely.
It costs money to advertise,but it costs
of
the Third Church which elected officers
Kates of advertising made known on application,
quantity of ‘‘pi."
----- -- ^
—
changes adverl,8er8 have lhe Privilege of three more money not to advertise.
last week. The result is as follows:
The mos^ distressing aud disastrous
The Chicago and West Michigan R’y storm of the year was that of last week
First Church.-Elders, T. G. Huizinga
ne
|8* pe
®*rec*0^y, no^ over three
Thanksgiving Day was appropriately
Company Is having all its passenger trains
and G. J. Kroon; Deacons, J. A. Ter
Notices of Births,Marriages,and Deaths pubwhen
several
vessels
were
beached
aud
observed in the various churches of this
ilshed w thout charge for subscribers,
equipped with a patent electrical bell
Vree and J. Smit.
wrecked, and a number of sailors drowned.
city.
i “All advertising bills collectableQuarterly,
cord which is said to be an absolute safeThird Church.-Elders, I. Cappon^and
The casualties, however, occurred north
Saturday and Sunday last were re- guard against accidents from a train’s of tliis port. At Fraukfort the most serious C. Schols; Deacons, E. Van dcr Veen and
parting when in motion.
H. Van dor Haar,
In sums to suit on productive Real Estate. markably pleasant days for this season of
wreck happened, and by which several
the year.
Ninth Street Holland Christian Relives were lost. No mishap occurred
L. S. PROVIN,

ii,a

-

_

-

?amu

s B

1

1

MONEy

TO LOAN.

t

Insurance, Heal Estate and Loan Agent.
Office Lovett’s Block opp. Sweet’s Hotel,

• GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

gliwrtonj.
REACH, W. H. Commission Merchant, and
,n Grain, Flour and Produce. Highest
market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
store,corner Eighth and Fish
‘ *

~

streets

Draft and Medieinei.

ramuj ana oils, Brushes. Ac Phv
slclans prescriptionscarefullypat up. Eighth 8t.
’'•“co,

Van den Berge > Family Medicines. River Street.

iness

Druggist and Pharmacist;a

f

1 k

f

K°0d8 aPPertain,Dg to the bus-

furnlturs.

MElh,5i BKOUWER &

CO., Dealers in

all

kinds of Furniture, Curtains. Wall Pnni>r
Carpets, Coffins,Picture Frames,etc.; River St. ’
Qenera Dealer*.

VA

DrvV'nnH NV?‘ 4 8,0NS' General Dealers in
Dr> Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Huts and
Caps, Flour, Provisions,etc. River street

.-.

Moth

The
store. .

L1T67 ltd Sale SUblee.

T^IBBELINK.J.H., Livery and
street,

near Market.

Sale Stable;

Eanafistorlei,
Mllli, chops, it*.

-

Z.

h"““

-

“T

J

‘°

'

— ‘

. "JcFni‘ir01 ,he town and

w»bnM!eh

-

..

R

Bo till,

nn^»rTn„

tatoes have

-

CoaninionEirchast.

__

Thousands of LuRbels of apples and poformed Church.-Elders, T. Keppel, B.
been shipped from this city to the fleet from here and our harbor has
been
the refuge of many a craft during Kruidenier,J. A. Peijster, and J. Van
and re painted and now looks like a ''bran this fall by rail and water, and we doubt
the storm, and vessels in every instance deu Berge; Deacons, J. W. Bosnian, F.
new” omnibus.
if there is another city on this shore of
Kioft, and L. Beouwkes.
sail in without trouble. Holland harbor
Lake Michigan that can make a better
Market Street Holland Christian ReIs one of the best, if not the best, on the
The Grand Rapids Democrat has a “new showing than Holland.
formed
Church.-Elders, P. C. Vincent,
last shore of Lake Michigan.
—
-dress” and is greatly improved in typoH.
Kragt,
W. Klaasen, and M. Notler;
The Young Ladies Aid Society will give
graphical appearance.
The
Standard Roller Mills, of Messrs. Deacons,C. Bos, P. Derkse, H. Meyer,
a Fair Wednesday evening, December 8,
(Walsh, De Roo & Co., have this wee
and J. Dykema.
Dit. Mabrs baa a light double harness,
!n the Y. M. C. A. Rooms. Oysters will
a neckyoke, and a whiffletree which he be served during the evening. Bring your filled an order for four hundred and flft,
The notice and communication of R.E.
barrels of flour for a firm in England and
desires to exchange for a culler.
purses and lend a helping hand to th
have also received order, 'f“orlfTee7
re£ard
s»l°onYoung Men’s Christian Association.
Will someone find a safe abiding place
dred barrels more be sb.pp d ,o b
,"e NBW9' 1116 Wbt0" °f
for the church deacon who embezzles the
country.- The
.ud.rd nns
In motion. MonMr.
T. J. Boggs called our
— .....
vui attention
niiumiou to
mj 1‘‘mother
------*uu SoiHuuuru
day one case was settledon the payment
buttons from the contribution box.
a mistake in the Prohibition vote of Hoi-) been running night and day for some
of 130 into the treasury of the city. Mr.
land City in lh ‘va uilated statement of th(/ time,
lirae» and the orders for flour are con
conEditor Holmes, of Fennville, and
Werkman appears to be in earnest In this
votes in Ottawa County which appeared stanlly increasing. The products of the
Wade, of Saugatuek, were among the
movement and the saloon-keepers of this
in our lost issue. The vote for Dickie Mill arc becoming very popular all over
callers at the News office this week.
city, aa u rule, do not have any malicious
was given aa four when it should hav
Michigan and the reputationis not only
feelings toward him, but are rather inextendinginto oilier States, but, ns will be
J. W. Bosman, the clothier, visited Chi- been thirty-two.
cllncd to believe that they would be greatseen by the above, is rapidly gaining Q
cago Monday and purchased a large bill
ly benefited if "drunkards" would never
The majority of Mr. A. Visscher fo^ foothold in the BritiHh Islands.
of clothing. Call and see his goods.
darken Heir doors. This state of affairs
Circuit Court Commissioner should have
The latest thing in chestnuts is worms been just one hundred more thou was
A flag staff is to lie erected on the has resulted iu the preparing of n list of
and the editor ought to know because ho represented in the canvass of votes o, new engine bouse and jail now in course men who are claimed tube drinkingto the
got his informationfrom Mr. Roach.
Ottawa County which appeared in o
of erection in this city by the committee Injury of the m selves, and their families
last issue.
Accept our apology (o’ of the Council on public buildings and in seme cases. The list has been printed
v -p .
18SUt* Accept
property. This action is undoubtedly -Httn and Mr. Werkman intends that they shall
I.HE City Hotel ’bus has been repaired

Fair of the Yr. L. S. L.

Club

Wednesday evening, DeLyceum Opera House. Re-

take place next

flag at

be posted iu every saloon in the city and

half mast on the arrivalof the news of the

the tint drop of liquor that is sold any of

rcgflhof the non-appearance of
will

a

death of Ex-President Arthur last week. them will be followed with an immediate
cember 1, in
The reason that no emblem of mourning prosecution. We predict that the posting
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Herold, of
freshments will be served during the
was displayed was that since the de- of this list will create a big sensation ii tb«
Graud Rapids, spent Thanksgiving in this
evening. Doors open at 0 o’clock. Ten
city with their parents, Mr. and Mrs E
stfuction of the flag-pole in Centennial “camp of the enemy,” and may not reJ
cents will admit you to the Hall and also
suit as desired.
H»<d.
Park there has been no public place to

-

—

-

to the Gallery of Art.

display the city flag. We hope that all
Although only part of the membtfj
Religious services were duly observed the publib buildings of the city, including were in attendance at the meeting of the
Dick Smith to Miss Alice Reuse, both ot
at the MethodistChurch on Thanksgiving the school houses, will be supplied with Boat Club, culled ou Wednesday evening
VA^on^KiVlfiN’u-> A,ollufacturosike best New Holland, on Thanksgiving Day, were day. After which a sumptuous dinner fixtures for the floating to the breeze of
last, quite au amount of business was
ii 5 ^?ut clp[ niailo- Uavunua lilifd,Smoke
them. For sale by all
Uy ^circulated this week.
was partakenof by the church and con- the national colors.
tronsacteJ.Upon motion of J. G. Post it
gregation in the lecture loom. A very
was unanimously voted that the club be
Capt. Fred Johnson, of the steamer
Last Wednesday morning at nine
enjoyable time was had, closing with recnamed “Wau-ka-zoo,”after an Indian
•'Queen of the Lakes,” which ran on
o’clock Conductor Orra Preston was acciitations, sineing and prayer.
chief of the Ottawa tribe; and by further
Macatawa Bay last summer, was in the
dentally killed at Coloma, a small station
vote It was unanimously decided that a
city Thanksgiving day.
There is room in Holland yet for sev- about fifty mi'es south of this city; Concourse
of lectures and also a series of
yATBS, O. E.. Pbj siclau and Surgeon . Office
eral factories, and especially for one ductor Preston had charge of freight
.nc? on the cof«er of River and
The handsome galvanized iron cornice which manufactures all light necessary train No. 17, which runs between this city select parties be given under the auspices
which has been put on the Alberti build- wooden utensils for household purposes, and New Buffalo artd had reached the of the club during the present winter.
The presidenthaving been instructed to
MA?.Bu«?‘^MPhyilc,nn aud SurReon. Office ing this week wna made by Mr. J. Van There is a large profit ou such articles and place of his death at the above stated
wrui* l>tore- Residence,Corner
appoint two committees of four membera
Landegend, of ibis city.
wo deem it a profitable investment for hour. He was sitting on the end of a flat
cuiK bj L Sprit um™1’’
'ormcrl^'each to make the arrangements, has recar near the rear of the train. He gave
some of our own citizens to moke.
Found:—
pocket book containing
ported the following: On lecture course,
Watches and Jewilry.
'he engineer a signal to back up and when
some money and papers was found on a
J.
C. Post, G. J. Diekema, Prof. G. P.
Higgins & Hanson have started a fac- it was done the jolt threw him off and two
highway east of the city. Inquire at this tory in this city for the manufacture of
Hummer and P. W. Kane. On parties,
loaded cars passed over his body, killing
office and pay for notice.
water proof coats, horse blankets, and him instantly.Orra Preston had folded F. G. Churchill, D. Gilmore, W. H. Rog— —
—
era, and Adolph King. Work will beother water proof goods, and they also
in this city for about four years and only
"The Everette” hat is the one which is
make tents, awnings, aud sails for vessels. moved with his family two weeks ago to gin by the committeesat once and by the
creating a sensationamong the ladies of
A morn extended notice of this new in- New Buffalo. His wife and two little proper interestbeing taken by each memthis city. It is sold ty L. & 8. Van den
ber a tine start may be made this winter
dustry will be given in a future issue.
Berge & Co. Call and see it.
girls were nearly crazed with grief over
toward the ultimate success of the “Wauhis sudden death.
Ladies, uow is your opportunity to buy
ka-zoos.”
It is Intended to erect a fine
WE&ear of several new buildines which
- ^
F. & A. M.
Club
House
at the foot of Eighth street
A Regular Communicationof Unity Lodge are to be erected early in the spring and Clonks, Wraps, etc., which are to be sold
The Southern Ottawa County Teachers'
n°ii191f h’ M'’ "i11 be held nl Masonic iif i the “building boom” promises to be in at D. Bertsch’s Dry Goods Store at prices Associatinn'Vlll hold a meeting at Zee- curly in the spring and to make preparaHolland. Mich., at 7 o’clock,on Wedncsd*
regardless of original cost. Mr. Berlsch
evenings, Jan. 20, Feb. 17, .March 17, nwrll U\ creased instead of diminished.
tions for a regatta on Macatawa Bay next
land, Mich., on Saturday,December 11th,
--—
desires to dispose of his entire stock bcr
1886, at 10 o’clock a. m., and will be
—
w m
The date of bolding the Fair of the \r. for Christmas and will give good barguided in its discussionsby the following
D. L. Boyd. W. M.
Ada Gray.
L. 9. L. Club has been changed to gains. See Special Notices in this itsue.
0. Bkeyman, Ssc'y.
programme:
Wednesday evening, December 1, inMiss Ada Gray, supported by Chas. A.
1. How to teach Physiology in District
Knights of Labor.
O. Breyman Is constantlymaking adstead^ Friday evening, Decembers.
h\»
\
U Anna
A rtnn Usw.l. T\*
Schools,
by
Miss
Becker.
Discus
Watkins’
company, played an engagement
Harmony Assembly,No. 3,719. of Holland City,
ditions to his stock of diamonds, jewelry, sion by Peter Burst and Chas. Knoolmeet in Odd Fellows Hail every week. All coms”
lyceum
Opera House last Tuesday
! C. Blom and W. Tubergen returned plated ware, and gold and silver watches, hulzen.
manicationsshould bo addressed to
evening.
The
audiencewas not as large
Uabmony Lock Box,
from their hunting Hip north last Monday
2. The Compulsory School Laws of
and now has a fine line of Holiday novelHolland, Mich.
as
it should have been, nor as large as the
with four nice deer. They have our ties. Step in his store and examine the Michigan, by Milan Coburn. Discussion
by Albert T. Huizinga and Albert J. merits ol the play and manner of presentaK. 0. T. M.
thanks for a nice large roast of veuison.
goods and prices,and make your selection Dauo.
LreBcenlTent,N0.63, meets in Odd Fellows
tion warranted. It is very seldom that a
Hall at :80 p. m., on the First and Third Monday
3. Methods of leaching Arithmetic, by
of a handsome Christmas present for your
company with as much merit as this one
of each month. All Sir Knightsare cordial* InList of lettersremaining in the post
Albert Lahuls. Discussionby Charles
“be«t girl.”
vited to attend. Cheapest Life Insurance Order
possessed plays In Holland and it is to be
Freeman
and
Nelson
Stanton.
office
at
Holland,
Mich.,
Nov.
25, 1886
Ku,‘ Wrilcolaw given on application.
L. D. Baujus, Commander.
4. Teachers’ Associations,by Miss regrettedthat larger audiences do not
We were unable to attend the lecture of
Francis Lafaeve, John Gary.
W. A. Holley, R. K.
Helen Ossewaarde.Discussion by Seth met them when they do appear here.
Mrs.
Mary
Lathrop
in
Lyceum
Hall
last
Wm, Verbrkk, P. M.
Coburn and Wietse Dowma.
The orchestra was under the leadership of
week and consequentlywe neglected to
All teachers are Invited to attend and to
| Married:—
Thanksgiving after make a notice of It In our last issue. We
Mr. Arthur Goodrich and pleased tbo
take an active part in the discussions.
'noon, Nov. 25, by the Rev. G. 8, Ayers
audience with the selections rendered.
had rather hoped that some of our friends
Produce, Eto.
of Grace Church, ML O. L. Hopkins, o.
The play, “A Ring of Iron,” was one of
would have handed us a review of what
(wholesale.)
Monday and Tuesday the daily papers
this city ,to Miss Emma Nash, of Marthe strongest and the interest was of a
this noted lady platform speaker bad to
(porrteted every Friday 'vy E. J. Harrinaton)
announced that a “blizzard” which origincellus, Mich.
Apples, 25c; Beans, $1.00; Batter, 16 eta*
say, but we were disappointed.
domestic character and appealed strongly
ated in the far west was making its way
7'
10c; 0n,OD8’ 5005 Pota^»
A meeting of the Holland Business ThanksgivingDay with all its pleasant toward this section and would arrive on to the feminine element among the
retail.
audience. The plot turned upon woman’s
Apples. 80, 85c; Beans, $1.«5: Batter, 18c; Eggs Men’s Associationwill be held at the and joyous associations,family gatherings Wednesday. Wednesday came and the
fidelity to the man of tier love through a
20c; Honey, 12c; Onions.OOc;Potatoes, 40c W
office of H. D. Post, on Thursday evening,
and feasts of good things is past. The weather was not at all what people were
series
of strange vicissitudesand accidents
Grain, Feed, Eto.
Nov. 80. All business men are invited to anticipationof the little ones, and the led to expect from the report previously
(WHOLESALE.)
and the situations were very powerful and
attend. J. G. Van Putten, Prest. older ones also, for that matter, of turkeys given. The thermometer fell a few de(Corrected every Friday by W/ff. Jhweh.)
dramatic. Beneath the plot ran an undermince pies, etc., have, in many instances, grees and there was a very light fall of
Buckwheat, 40c; Bran, ^ 100 lbs., 70c: Bariev
-

Cards announcing the marriage of Mr.

dealers.

ni

ln

A

WJf^8S

23%

w
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-

-

.

summer.

-

,

1

i

.

U

7

©ut itiukts.

On

fcS!*:

£ cwt, 90cts, Clover seed, V bu.$1.00; Corn Meal
Id

C.Wt

* C'rxrty aKnlHi/1

QU.. . _ ___

#*/> *«•

Raalte, Thou. Purdy|

T™
P.„i.

D^L^Boyd I’d

been realized. We

that
Wc hope
hope lh,t

those
,ho,e

who snow.
Bho

current of

It is

these “false alarms” about

comedy which greatly relieved

the sombre backgroundof the drams.

the weather that lead the mariner to pay
M.
Jonkman. visited
thB Fat
P.t Cafie Show “avef
L“,e been fo[lUDflte’
fortuna,e' ^membered
r™e»>bered those
Miss Gray appeared as Mary Gordon afid
M.Jonkman,
visitedthe
tl
scarcely
any attention to the weather reat Chicago last week. Prof. H. Boers lc6s rort»aate aaobstaetial manner.
was very effective. She is an actress of
ports, and this neglect on their part, as
ear’ Full*, flge; Lancaster Red, 70c. Corn, went there on Thanksgiving for "turkey.1
experience,
and is thoroughlyacquainted
Last Tuesday Chas. Koenigsburg, au will be seen by the list of casualtiesof the
wiih
ail the resources of the stage and unemployee In the Cappon & Bertsch Leather storm of last week, prove to be a serious
RETAIL.
derstands how to play upon the emotions
iftftaihl|WaCi'‘or.60c^iBran’ V 100 75c: Barley. V
thing at times. Our advise to all shipor her audiences. The other characters
MmI** AVi* ?tr^eed’^ »»-»W.00; Corn iirv r^| || f 4a. j
• Iiu Vloo
owners, and Bailors, is to pay a little more
•i Sn’.
•’100o.; Coro’ shelled. 50c; Flour,
D.Bs. of this locality without reserve platfoim upon which a carboy of the
were well taken and Miss Gray iu fortunate
$4.00, Fine corn meal. V 100 lbs tl 00' Ppoh ai
attention to these reports and observe
and soon the black list will be placed hi
in
having such excellent support. We
liquid was standing.
In some un- them, no matter if storms are not as severe
hope on the company’# next visit to Holwhen they arrive as the reports would
l?in1bir8wUo“WChaDl8aUd bU8,ne88 over and a portion of the contents
wa8
land that they will be greeted with that
ran have them.
enthusiasm which they deserye.
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HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

THE NEWS CONDENSED.

were returned at his own request, so that no has thus been reduced to two first-rato ten
future jury could bnng the matter up. It second-rate,twenty third-rate, and seven
is well understood that he has been prom- fourth-ratevessels— the two latter class inised full immunity for his connection with eluding two torpedo rams.
the conspiracy as one of the inducements
for him to turn State’s evidence. Of course,
should it appear at the trial that he was the
party who fired the fatal shot, he will be . Charles Jonas, of Eacine, Wis., has
held to answer, but otherwisethe indictbeen appointed Consul at Prague. .. The
ments ajpinst him will be gnashed. The
partes’SSd indude aU oTthe men who Mayor of New York hftS f*ivei1 appointwent to the scene of the murder on the me?t8 as school commissioners to two
night of the 3d of
! ladies
The Vermont Legislature has

|

^

u

POLITICAL.

I

ADDITIONAL NEWS.
Election returns from every county in
Wisconsinare reportedofficially.Rusk’s
pluralityis 18,718,againot 19,269 in 1884.

CHESTER A. ARTHUR.
The Ex-President Passes Away
at His Residence in New

The entire vote on the four candidotes for
Governor is as follows: Rusk, 133,247;
Woodward, 114,529; Coobrone, Labor.

York

City.

21,463; Olin, Prohibitionist,17,099. JefStroke of Cerebral Apoplexy
fersonville(Ind.) dispatch: “The Commisthe Immediate Cause
BioneiB appointed to recount the votes
Rev. J. Milton Turner, the colored > P®?8®*1 ?
10 c9nipelhotels or restaurants electing Dr. McClure to the State Senate
of Death.
N«W York, Pennsylvania,and other
by only two majority have completed their
politician, is endeavoring to found a negro
Eastern , States were swept by a windcolony in Butler County, Missouri. . .The in Chicago, John G. Carlisle stated labors. McClure goined six votes in the
storm of unusual violence and destructive- iron ore recently discoverednear Denver,
(New York special.|
recount McClure is a Demount, and the
that he would rather
ordiRepublicansindulged sanguine hopes that
Cnester Alan Arthur, ex-Presideutof the
ness .on the 18th inst In the vicinity of Ind., has been proved to be both rich and nary member of the House than Speaker.
Ohambersbuig and Lock Haven, Pa., the abundant, the trail covering twelve square He accounted for his reduced majority at a recount would elect his opponent,Tag- United States, died suddenly at his residence,
gale leveled houses and barns, tore up miles of territory. Lea? than two feet of the last election ns one of those accidents gert, and thus make the Legislature a tie 123 Lexington avenue,at 5 a. m. Thursday, Nov.
on joint ballot ”
trees by the roots, and imperiled the lives soil covers the deposit.
18. Tho Immediate cause of his death was a
arising in politics from lack of vigilance ....
of many persons. The iron smokeA freight train on the Illinois Central stroke of cerebralapoplexy which came in his
The gale thqt swept over the great lakes William A. J. Sparks, Land Commisstacks
paper-mill at Lock
sleep between Tuesday night and Wednesday
sioner, said in an interview at Chicago Railroad stopped at Savoy, HI., to take on
Haven were blown down, demolish- on the 18th of November was one of the that the late elections in the Northwest
morning, the result of the burstingof a blood
two
cars
of
stock,
when
a
wild
stock
train
ing another building and burying four most violent and destructive experienced went to show that his course in land matvessel. His death was painless. It was like
in the ruins. At Wilkesbarre, in years. Numerous wrecks, accompanied ters was approved by the people ____ Gen. followingrushed into the rear, smashing the slow going-out of a burned-down candle, and
Pa., roofs were blown off and trees snepped by
by serious loss of human life, are reported, Bragg, of Wisconsin, says that in his the caboose into kindling and instantly for hours before the end came the dying man
in halves. The Catholic Church at King- an
and the money loss to vessel-owners opinion the labor organizations can never killing three men who were inside and the was unconscious. His son nnd daughter, hia
ston, Pa., was wrecked, and the steeple
iteeple of I will
wi
reach many thousands of*dollars. disintegrate either the Republican or Demo- engineer of the wild train. The killed are:
W; Knoval8. bis former
!aw partner and intimate frisnd, were at his
the Methodist Church at Parsons, Pa., was Two tow-barges,the Menekauneo and cratic party.
Albert Dunlap, a grain buyer at Savoy who side when tne summons of death came
demolished.A carpenter at the latter place Marinette, lumber laden from Oscoda to
For many months Gen. Arthur had been a
Mayor Ames, of Minneapolis, will con- lived in Champaign; John McDonald,
was killed by allying board. The chemical Chicago, were wrecked four miles south of
stock buyer residing
UrMd although immediatelyprior
works of JohnT. Thompson, at Troy, N. Y., Frankfort, Mich., and fourteen lives lost. test the election of McGill to the Governorto the fatal shock he was apparently brighter
bana; James Todd,
blacksmith
ship
of
Minnesota.
were wrecked, causing a loss of $40,000. Every soul who shipped aboard the Meneliving
Champaign;James Neer,
Six men were burned by vitriol,and a canal - kaunee found a watery grave. One soliOfficial returns of the November elec- of Champaign, engineer of tho wild
boat captainwas blown into the canal and tary sailor survived the wreck of the Mari- tion from all counties in California, with
train. Neer was decapitated and his body
drowned. The storm in Connecticut de- nette — C. W. Annis, of Port Huron,
the semi-official
count in San Francisco, was badly crushed. When found his hand
stroyed a number of large tobacco sheds sailor on his first trip— wno tells a distress
was on the throttle and his head a rod
give Bartlett(Dem.) a plurality for Govwhich containedthis year’s crop, and the ing story of the disaster:
away. A brakenmn named F. M. Sanderernor
of
632
over
Swift
(Rep.).
The
Relosses will be heavy. Many buildings wore
son, on the rear train, was thrown among
At midnight,while abreast of Ludlncton,six
unroofed at Hartford, and chimneys, trees, miles out, the gal • increased to almost a hurri- publicans have elected Lieutenant Governthe wreck of the engine and scalded so
or,
Attorney
General,
Superintendent
of
and fences were blown down, creating a cane. Thu tow broke, and the steamer loft us
badly that he will die. The fireman jumped
Public
Instruction,
Surveyor
General,
loss of several thousand dollars.It is re- to our fate. The Matin tta pitched and rolled
and
saved his life. The wreck was
terribly,
so that wo could scarcely keep a fo; tand
two
Justices
the
Supreme
ported that twelve barges sunk off Milford,
hold. She unshipped her rudder, Decoming Court. Tho Democrats have elected caused by the failure of the crew
Conn., and that on each barge were at least uumanageabbi then sprung a Ituli and
ot the first train to send back a signal ....
two persons.
waterlogged.
rolled her deck- Secretary of State, Comptroller, Treasurer, Carlton, Foster A Co., owners of an exload
oil, taking both rails and bul- and the Clerk aud one Justice of the SuIn the outskirts of Pittsburgh, the other
warks with it. She also rolled nor preme Court. The Republicans have elected tensive sash and door factory at Oshkosh,
morning, three sleepers of a Panhandle mainmast oui, which, in falling, took the four Congressmen and tho Democrats two. Wis., with a branch at St. Louis and a
foremastand mizzenhead.Wo were huddled
largo warehouse in Chicago, have failed.
limitedexpress train were crushed in the in the cabin, whore wo built a temporary iloor In the State Seriate the Democrats have a
The liabilitiesexceed $200,0110, and the asfall of a mass of earth and rocks. Eight over the water. At 2 o'clock p. in. of Thursday majority of twelve, and in the Assembly
sets are estimaled at $180, 001)... .A black
the Captain was washed overboardaud drowned. the Republicans have a majority of two*.
passengers were seriously injured, and ns
Some hours after this wo lowered a boat and atNew York dispatch says that bear weighing over three hundred pounds
many more receivedbruises.The train tempted to reach land, but In lowering it she
was killed in the woods near Eau Claire,
was ‘hurried to the Union Depot, where sprung a leak, rendering her useless,and wo lot unless the Republicans make unex- Wis., by a lad of thirteen years, named
pected
gains
by
future
recounts
and
conher
go
adrift.
At
10:30
o’clock
Thursday
night
every attention was given the sufferers.
Willie Smith. The carcass was shipped to
the bargo struck the beach broudsidoandswung tests, the New dersey Legislature will conAt the trial in New York of Arthur J. head to. We rushed out of tho cabin. Our crow
Chicago. . .Baldwin Gardner,a prominent
sist of 41 Democrats, S'.l Republicans, and
was eight, all told. Some huddled under tho
stockholder of San Francisco, has disapMoQuade, one of the boodle Aldermen, lee
1
Labor
member,
and
a
Democrat
will
be
of tho cabin, clinging to timber-headsI
complete details of the Broadway Railroad to)k tho mizzen rigging,the stewardess, Mary, electedto succeed United States Senator peared, owing customers $200,000, with no
tangible assets.
clinging to me, crying piteously : ‘Save me, oh.
aud more cheerful than usual, his death was not
bribery were given by ex-Alderman Full- save me !’ I helped her up in the shrouds, and Sewell. So far six recountshave taken
place,
and
the
net
result
is
a
gain
of
one
George E. McNeill, Chairman of an unexpected by his more inti mats friends.For
graff. At an informal meeting held in his she clung with her little white hands while I
two years he had been suffering from a comnliseat for Ihe Democrats.
office in J884, by thirteen members of the sjnght to fasten her. She could not stand
assembly of Knights of Labor in Boston, cation of Bright's disease of the kidneysand on
tho
cold,
and
suddenly
gave
up
her
enfeebled
and enlarged heart. It was this latter
board, it was stated that $2*2,000 would be
hod and fell down across me, nearly The question of who is to be Lieutenant offers to run for Mayor on a pledge of disorder that weakenedhis robust constitution
given to each for a franchise, but the carryingme along. She fell into the boiling Governorof Indiana will go to the courts.
7.000 votes. Henry George will canvass and nrepared tho way for the rupture of tho
amount was subsequently reduced. Wit- sea oonoath us. Her daughter Minnie, our pot,
blood-vesaeliu his brain which caused hia
tho city when the signaturesshall have death.
The
Secretary
of
State
will
refuse
to
issue
ness received for his vote $18,000 at the never left the cabin, hut drowued there. She
been
obtained.
a
certificate
of
election
to
Robertson,
which
was thirteen years old. Clinging to tho rigging
The beginningof Gen. Arthur’s illness dates
hands of Mr. Keenan, who had been agreed with
mo were ‘French John' and Mr. Cumfrey. will bring the ma'ter to a head.
to the latter part of bis administration
at
Alfred Eubanks, who died thirty back
upon as the disbureer.
Soon tho mast fell across the cabin. We thea
Washington.On leaving the nationalcapital
clung
to
the
davits
on
her
stern,
the
sea
dashyears
ago
at
Madison,
Ga.,
left
a
plantahe
at
once
placed
himself
in
tho
care
of
Dr
A strike in which 20,000 cotton operaing over us. The others. I think, graduA. Peters, his old family physician,and
tion valued at $20,000. Eight brothers George
tives Will take part, will be inaugurated at ally washed off one after tho other.
every effortwithin tho roach of medical skill
Bandits are ravaging some sections of who claimed the property have ever since was employed to rebuild his disordered system
Cumfrey and John tried to reach tho shore,
Fall River, Mass., within a month, unless
each taking a plank to buoy him. They were
treatmentdid him no apparent gcod, and
the island of Cuba.
Havana telegram kept up litigation. Three survivors have The
the manufacturersgrant an increase in the overwhelmed by tho heavy sea and went to tho
it was thoughtlast spring that he had only a
just
been
paid
$200
each,
the
rest
having
few days to live. With tho warm summer
wages of their employes. . .Freitag’sem- bottom. A heavy sea swept over the vessel, says: “On Wednesday last a party of bangone to Iho lawyers.
carrying me alon
I grappled a Email piece of
weather,however, the patientseemed to rally.
broidery factory, at Jersey City, was dedojk plank, and after a terrible oxpoiioncewas dits under Romero called at the sugar planEarly in June he was removed to a cottageat
The visible supply of wheat and corn is New
stroyed by fire. Loss, $150,000; fully in- flung upon the shore. Toe crow consisted of tation belonging to Senor Francisco PeLondon, Conn., and there his health and
sured.
eight, all of whom with the exception droso, and demanded $10,000. declaring
respectively59,551,351 and 12,280,408 spiritsgained perceptibly.
of ravsolf lie at tho bottom of tho lake.
On Oct 1, Gen Arthur returned to this citv
that if the money was not forthcoming bushels. Since last report wheat increased
Archbishop Corrigan, of New York,
much benefitedby his stay at New London, but
The Lucerne, a three-mastedschooner, they would burn the plantation. Sein h(B pastoral letter on the proceedings of
1,228,803bushels, while corn decreased it was not long before Dr. Peters saw that his
ore-laden from Ashland to Cleveland, nor Pedroso refused to give them
patient was failing, and soon tho President
the ArchdiocesanSynod, warns the people founderedand sank near Washburn, Wis., wnnt they asked. Four hours later flames
807,305 bushels.
found himself too weak to leave his house. He
hod hie bed moved into tho front room on tbe
to be on their guard against certainun- in sixteen feet of water. Three sailors had destroyednot only the extensive and
In an eleven-roundfightj Dominick Mc- second story, ani so arranged, with tho footsound principles and theories which assail were found frozen in the rigqing, and it*is well-cultivatdd cane-fields, but the fac- Caffrey knocked out “Sparrow” Golden. board toward t.ie windows, that ho could look
the rights of property, as they are to-day supposed that the men comprising tories. dwelling-houses,depots, great
out and watch the clouds wbeu ho did not feel
proclaimed and espoused by many who the rest of the crew were drown- quantities of corn, lumber, plows, and The battle, which was for $2,500 a side strong enough to move about the house. Tuescrews of the steambarge nearly everything of value on the planta- and a contributed puree of $1,000, was day Gen. Arthur had an encouraging day. His
would not willfullv advocate what is wrong. ed.
mind was clear and his spirits hopeful. He sat
fought in a canvas pavilion on the banks up chatting with friends, and in tho evening
He points out what he claims to be the fal- Robert W a1 lace and of her consort, tion. In the province of Cienfuegos a
the
David
Wallace,
ashore
on
Ohocolay
of
the
Hudson,
ten
miles
from
New
York.
wrote a number of lettersand signed some legal
lacy of these theories, and advises the peorobber band under Nicolas Espinosa and
papers. At midnight the nurse looked into his
ple to rely on the teachings of the church. beach, near Marquette, were rescued by his lieutenant, Matagas, have kidnaped
King Otto of Bavaria is no longer al- room
and found him sleeping quietly.
....The will of Francis w. Tracey, after a tho Houghton life-saving crew. The car- Senor Baltasar de la Torriente, for whose lowed to go outside the park of Schloss
Wednesday morning when the attendant engoes
of
both
vessels,
104,000
bushels
of
contest of several months, was admitted to
ransom they ddmand $8,000. They also
tered the sick man’s room he was breathing
Furstenreid. He recently threw himself on heavilyand was unconscious. Dr. Peters and
probate at Buffalo. The estate is valued at wheat, are a total loss, but it is believed had Senor Lncieno Casanova and the two
his knees in the roadway, and force was Dr. \ alentine wore at once called, and a hasty
$1,000,000,and was contested by his only the craft can bo saved. The schooner sous of Mr. Lombard. Bandits in tho
examinationsatisfied them that General
used to take him back to his palace ....
daughter, who was put of with an allow- Unadilla, valued at $15, 000, was lost in the province of Santa Clara kidnaped the
Arthur was near his end. He had suffered a
Straits of Mackinaw. A number of other steward of the sugar estate ‘ Sauta LuSome bailiffs at Listowel, Ireland, seized a stroke of apoplexy which ruptured a bloodance of $10,002,
disastersto shipping are reported.
garda.’ He was afterwardransomed for number of cattle in an action for rent. A vessel in tho brain, causing paralysis, and this
turn producedunconsciousness. Restoramob of four hundred men interfered,and in
There have been filed at Keokuk ar- $5,500.”
tives wore applied,and after some hours the
There were 207 failures in the United the police assisted the bailiffs. The mob dying man regained his mind. He was unable
Lieutenant Pettit, while wa Ikingto ticles of incorporation of the Chicago,
was dispersed by bayonets and batons, after to speak, but when the doctor called his name
States
lost week and thirty-five in Canada.
Kansas City and Western Railway, with a
several of its members had been wounded. he pressedhis hand faintly, and later he put
the paymaster’s office at Leavenworth, was
out his tongue when asked to do ho by his
capital stock of $31,500,000, which pro- Special telegrams to Bradntreet'sfrom
shot in the breast and robbed of several
physician. The family was then told that
poses
to build from the Mississippi River leading trade centers Ihronghout the conn
sick man could not live more than a few
hundred dollars. He was to have been
The improvements which have been the
days at the most, aud the same message won
married at noon to Miss liharp, a niece of in Lee County, Iowa, in a southwesterly try show a moderategain in the volume of
made
of
late
in
the
mode
of
dischargsent
to General Arthur’s friends.Mrs. MoElroy
directionto Kansas City, as a Chicago con- distribution in a few lines of staple artiMrs. U. 8. Grant.
and Mrs. Caw, tho ex-Presldeut’ssisters,and
nection of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa cles, noticeablyin dry goods. This is re- ing torpedoes by means of electrical
hiH son, Chester Alan Arthur, Jr., with the
A FURIOUS snow-storm, accompaniedby Fe ____ Cincinnati was visited with a disasported at Chicago, St. Louis, Peoria, apparatus have greatly conduced to a daughter Nellie, were constantin their attenda high jrind, swept over the Northwestand trous fire which consumed two large cloth- Omaha, and Davenport. The primary far higher degree of precision being
ance.
At 4 o’clock Wednesday afternoon it became
the far West plains on the IGth, 17th, and ing houses, causing a loss of $700,000.
cause is the arrival of cold weather, attained, and with still further devel- evident
that death was very near. As Dr
aud
seasonable
goods
are
in
more
active
opments
in
this
direction
there
can
18th of November, seriously interfering
Dr. Peters aud Mr. Knevals at this hour entered
SO
I Til.
demand.
Tho
total
bank
clearings
at
the
apartment
of tho dying man he seemed to
with railway traffic. The storm seems to
be little doubt that almost perfect exrecognize his old friends. He followed them
thirty-onecities is $1,006,936,606.against actitudewill ultimatelybe reached.
have been severest in Southern Da .ota,
with his eyes aud took the doctor's hand, but
While firemen were at work upon a Bal- $1, 036, 998, C87 last week. At Boston and
where more than a foot of snow fell. In
his speech failed him. Most of the family
timore
fire,
tho
truck
of
one
of
the
ladder
New York dry goods jobbers report trade
gathered in the dying man’s room and sadly
Iowa anjl Minnesota all trains were from
watched through the long hours of the night.
three to ten houn behind lime, and some companies capsized and fell backward into dull, but wilh no accumnlationof stocks.
At midnight Dr. Peters observed that the pafew additional makes of cotton have
THE MARKETS.
v/ere oven abandonedaltogether. The the street. There were on it at (he time
tient was no longer.conBoious, and listening for
bliexard extended southward to Texas, Capt. Marstou, Charles Grund, Frank been advanced in piice. Raw wood cona moment at the sick man’s breast he detected
NEW YORK.
the unmistakable signs of the approaching
where the coldest November weather for Kerr, and Henry Ryan. Capt. Marstou tinues dull, though stronger at the interior Bkeves ..........................*4.50 & 5.23
end.
This he made known to the watchers, and
and
abroad
than
at
domestic
seabord
martwenty-fiveyears was reported.
Hoaa ........
................ 4.25 ($5.00
caught on the edge of the root of a twofeeling that his friend was beyond tho reach of
kets.
•
Wueat—
No
1 White .............. SO & ,8014
Eight lives were lost by the foundering story house adjoining,and escaped serious
his skill he left the house aud went to his home.
No. 2 Red ................ 85 ® .86
rrom midnight on the dying man lay quiet
Corn— No. 2 ....................... 45 $ .47
of the barges Dixon and Emerald in Lake injurv. Grund. Ryan, and Kerr fell with
upon his bed, breathing slowly, but apparently
the ladder, which broke in falling, and all
Oath— White .................
.85 ($ 40
iu little pain. Toward early dawn the curtains
Michigan, off Kewaunee, Wis. A Green
had their backs broken. Grund and Kerr
Austria, England, and Germany pro- Pork— New Moss ................10.50 i<lll.’25 in the room were lifted, but the patient gave
CHICAGO.
Bay dispatch furnishes the following par- have died since, aud no hope for Ryan’s refew signs of life save the severe and now somepose that before Prince Alexander’s sucBEEVKS-Choiceto Prime Steers 5.00 (A 5.50
ticulars of the disaster: “The steam- barge
what painful breathing.Burrogato Rollins
covery is had.
Good Shipping ......... 3.75 @ 4.50
cessor
is
elected
the
line
between
Bulgaria
called
the daughter Nellie, and the son, who
Justice Field, with four sail- barges', the
Common.
v
............
3.00
3.50
CongressmanGeorge I). Wise was
bears Gen. Arthur’s own name, ana his two sisDixon and Emerald, coal laden, for Maniand Eastern Roumelia shall be permanent- HOGs-ShippingGrades ......... 3.50 @4.00
ters, Mrs. McEIroy and Mrs. Caw, with his
towoc, and Bess e and Lillie May. coal arraigned before a Police Justice at Rich- ly adjusted, but Russia objects to the pro- Floor— Extra Spring ............ 4.0) @ 4.5J
nephew, Mr. Masten,to ti e bedsideof tho dying
Wheat—
No.
2
Rod
...............
75
@
.76
laden, for Milwaukee, were driven into mond, Ya., on the charge of being about posal
man, and then left the apartmentovercome
A committee of Pmssiau officers Corn— No. 2 ......................
* .36 (g! .37
with grief. The ex-Prosideutcontinuedto sink
Kewaunee, where the Dixon struck to engage in a duel, but was discharged.
is arranging a celebrationof the eightieth Oats— No. 2 ....................... 26 *» .26)4 rapidly, and at 6 o’clock Thursday morning he
about three o’clock and foundered
Butter— Choice Creamery ....... 25 @ .27
died.
anniversary
of
Emperor
William’s
entry
The French aud Eversle factions, in
Fine Dairy ............. 18 i<fi .22
five hours later. Three of the seven
The young daughter of the dead man was
into tho army. The aged ruler, according
Cream, Cheddar., .llj^g .1254 overwhelmed with grief. When she was led to
men in her crew went down with Perry County, Kentucky,had a battle at to the custom of Prussian Princes, en-' Cheehe-FuII
Full Cream, new ....... 12 @ .iau the death couch of her father she wept bitterly,
her. Shortly afterward, the next barge, Hazard, where one man was killed, when tcred the uriny in January, 1807, when 10 Eg«s— Fresh .....................
20 @ .21
and was led away inconsolable.Tho son, who
the Emerald, was in the breakers, and it was agreed that all differences be left to years old.
Potatoes— Choice, perbu ....... 38 @ .40
had been a companionto tho father, broke into
Pork— Moss ..................... 9.2i @ 9.75
went on the beach about noon. Her crew
tears.
The
disestablishment of the Episcopal
arbitration.... A Baptist church, erected
MILWAUKEE.
ChesterAlan Arthur, the son of an Irishman
of five men took to the yawl-boat, but only
W* heat — Cash ..................... 73 @ .74
on
the
site of Jefferson Davis' birthplace, Church in Wales now forms an indispennamed
William Arthur, was born iu Fairfield,
the mito reached shore alive, and it is
Corn— No. 2 ....................... 36 (<ii .37
Vt., on the 5th of October, 1830. After the custhought he can not recover from his inju- was dedicated at Fairview, Kv. on the line sable article in the Liberal policy. About Oath-No. 2 .......... ‘.v ...........‘20 @ .27
tomary New England schooling he entered
Rye— No. 1 ......... ..............5/ @ ’58
ries. The life-saving crow at Two Rivers between Christianand Todd Counties.
Union College in Behoneotady in 1856, and was
Davis
was
present
anil made a few remarks. 90 per cent, of the Welch people belong to
Pork—
Mohs
.....................
9.25
@
9 75
graduated high up on the list four years later.
were sent for, but hud all they could attend
TOLEDO.
the Presbyterian, Congregational,MethoMr. Arthur supported himself while iu college,
to at homo. Of the eight men lost three
Wheat—
No.
2 .............. ..... 77 @
.78
and served his apprenticeship
in tho humble indist, and other dissenting churches, and a
are said to hail from Green Bav. among
CoBN-Cash ....................... 37 (9 38
closure of a sohoolhouse. After two vears in a
fieice tight is now being made against payOath-No.2 ....................... 28 in ’30
them being Capt. Gorham, of the Emerald.
law school, and a brief service as principal of
Alfred Orendorf,of Illinois, is being ing tithes to the Episcopacy. Gladstone,
DETROIT.
the North Pownal Acad mu v, In Vermont,
Capt. Robinson,of the Dixon, got ashore
Beef
Cattle
.................... 4.00 @ 5 00
Morley,
aud
other
Liberal
leaders
have
depushed
for
the
Dakoia
Governor
hip.
..
.
Mr. Arthur came to New York and enalive.”
Hops .............................3.00 @ 4.25
tered the law firm of Culver, Paisten
clared themselves as entirely in sympathy
Suit
has
been
brought
by
the
Secretary
of
Sheep ........................... 3.75 @ 4.75
Duiuno the burning of a residence
, — -------- „ -A Arthur, after which, and until 1865, he was
with the disestabl.shment
movement.... Wheat— Michigan Red ...........
.78
associated with Mr. Henry D. Gardner. The *
Lands ville, Ind., Ella and Minnie Johnson n® Ifte,r!?ri0 vocate,151entries mnde in The socialistsof London' gathered in
Corn— No. 2 ....................... 37 & .88
Humbolat County, California, under the Trafalgar Square lust Sunday, with bauds Oats— No. 2 White, ............... 80 @ .33 law career of Mr. Arthur Includessome notable
cases. One of his first oases was the celebrated
were suffocated. Nothing remained of
timber land act, it being held that the enST. LOUIS.
Lemmon suit. In 1852 Jonathan^ and Juliet
their bodies but some charred bones ..... tries weie fraudulently made in the inter- and, banners. Lord Randolph Churchill
Wheat-No. 2 ....................
76 <oi .76)4 Lemmon, Virginia slaveholders,intendingto
hissed
Downing street. CoKN-Mixed .....................
34 & .31)4 emigrate to Texas, came to New York to await
The Grand Jury at Sioux City, Iowa, have est of a Scotch corporation for the purpose
the sailing of a steamer, bringing eight slaves
concludedtheir investigationof the Had- of obtaining control of all the valuable Abont twenty-five thousand tmemploved Oath— Mixed ...................... 26 *1 27
carpus was obworkingmen were attracted to the vicinity PoRK-NewMess^^^.^..9.75 @10.25 with them. A writ of habeas corpu
dock murder case ami relumed indictments redwood lands in that county.
tainod from Judge Paine to test the question
uestion
of the five speakers’stands. After the Wheat-No. 2 Red ................
agaiuet the following persous: John Arens77 @ .77>4 whether the provisions of the fugitive-slave law
rl he disbursements
of the Government meetings closed the mounted police cleared
Corn-No.2 ....................... 37 <«
dorf, murder aud conspiracy;Albert Biswere in force in this State. Judge Paine renOats— No. 2 ....................... 28 @ .30
dered a decision holding that they were not,
nt irek, conspiracy;Henry Sherman, conspir- for the yi ar on account of the army were the square. The Lord Mayor has decided
Pork—
Mess
.....................
9.25
@
9.75
and orderedthat the Lemmon slaves bo liberacy; Paul Leader, conspiracy; F. Munch- $13,444,733... .The Chief of the Bureau to form a couuoil to report plans for the Live Hoqb ....................... 4.00 @ 4.50
ated. Henry L. Clinton was one of the counsel
relief
of
the
prevail
ng
distress....
The
ratb, Jr., conspiracy;Sylvester Gmndi,
BUFFALO.
for the slaveholders.
howl of rage
of Construction aud Repair has made his
Berlin
police
have
seized
a
large
number
WHKAT-Na 1 Hard ..............85 @ .83
conspiracy;George Treil er, conspiracy; annual report on the condition of the navy.
wont up from the Booth, and tho Virginia
Corn—
No.
2
.......................
42
@
.43
Henry Pet rs, conspiracy; L. Plalh. c:>u- <)f tho fiagshipTennessee, he fays: of socialistic pamphlets. Five of the men CATTLE-Stockor* ............... 4.00 @4.25 legislatureauthorized the AttorneyGeneral of
that State to assistin taking an appeal William
who were circulating them were expelled
epiracy; H. L. Leavitt, conspiracy.These
INDIANAPOLIS.
“ihe Tennessee, the only first-rate wood- from the city
M. Everts and Chester A. Arthur were employKaulbars, the Russian Beef Cattle.
.......... 3.00 @5.00
when tb
ed to represent the people, and they won their
agent, has left Bulgaria, aud the Powers Hogs ..... ..... ;.Y. ................ 8.75 @4.25
esse, which then went to tbe Supreme Court
2.50 @4.00
are at a loss to know whether his retireof the United States. CharlesO'Oonor here esWheat-No. 2 Red ................ 74 @ .75
poused the cause of the slaveholders, but he, too,
ment means peace or war.
Corn -No. 2 ...................
... .84 @ .34*$ was beaten by Messrs. Ev&rts and Arthur, and
Advices have reached London to the pAn •••••••••••••••••••.•••••*••• ,27 (9
along step was taken toward the emancipation
EAST
7 Of the black race.
effect that a ship crowded with native laCATTLE-Best .................... 4.25 @4.75
Peters, Plath, and Granda have not been cuyed that it is not consideredprudent io borers returning from Queensland plantaFair .................... 8.50 @4.25
Common ...... a .......3.23 @8.75
Appearances are deceiving in this world.
m rested, and their whereabouts are mi- j carry a press of sail upon them.” The tions founderpdin tho Pacific Ocean, and
Hooa... ...........................4.00 @4.50
known, Tho indictmentsagainst Leavitt j number of senieeable vowels in the navy that 140 lives were lost
The nicest man yon ever met was a buncoSheep ........................
3.50 @4.25
steerer.—Ltye.
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Whale-Hanting with Bombs.
A Santa Cruz correspondent of the
Alta California describes the operation of the Monterey Whaling Company. The hunting tools consists of
three of the regulationdoubled-pointed
boats in use by whalers the world over,

long oars to each boat, 200 fathoms
of line smoothly coiled in tubs in the
five

bow, and two guns to each boat. The
larger size of the two has the proportions of a young cannon and is mounted
on a pivot. The missile discharged
from it is a steel bar four feet in length,
and provided with u folding barb that
opens out when the harpoon buries itself in the whale. This takes the place
of the old-time harpoon, and is much
more certain and effective.The lighter
gun is fired from the shoulder,and
Iboks like a large-sizedfowling-piece.
It has a 1} inch bore. It is used to
put the finishing touches on the whale
after the harpoon has made him fast,
and the method is to fire an explosive
bomb into a vital spot. The bomb is 1|
inches in diameter by 18 inches long,
the but end being winged with rubber
tips, after the manner in which an arrow is feathered, to secure guiding
power.
It was early morning when the white

and in some places where heavy side
walls of masonry are built, the cost was

UNCLE SAM’S

$30,000 per mile. At intervals, also,
the sides and roof are built of corru- Report of Mr. Vilas, Showing the Year’s
gated iron instead of timber*,to preOperations of the Postoffice
vent the spread of fires, for in the sumDepartment.
mer time when everything is dry and
sun scorched the danger of fire is
great. The w’hole line is also supplied The Year’s Postal Changes— More than
with automatic fire alarms — Intel'
22,000 Changes of Postmasters
Ocean.
During the Year.
.

Potatoes.

is a frequently quoted but
most fallacious rumor floating around

There

The

ITALIAN FUN AND FARE.

MAIL.

report of Postmaster General Vilas

that bread is the staff of life. Believe for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1886,
me, it is all veritable nonsense; simply says in immensity and extent of menus, of
another concoctionof the wheat specu- expenditures,of performances and relator.
sults, the postal machinery of the United
To be sure, if you use the term in its
States exceeds— in some points far exceeds
broadest meaning, to include crackers,
that of any other nationionthe globe.
sweet-cakes,and slap-jadks, as well as
The
entire length of all railways employed
the commodity that is sliced off the
by the United States nearly equals the
loaf, there is probably more bread used
than any other item in the world’s bill combined extent of those of all other
of fare ; but for good sustaining assist- countries of the world, while the other post
ance there is no better pro}) on which
routes more than quadruple the total of
limping humanity can lean than the inany single people beaides;and the milevigoratingpotato.
age last year of our mail transportation
It is most palatable, capable of inexceeded by more than 125,000,000 miles
finite variety in its preparation,and exhilarates but never inebriates, pos- the service rendered to any other governsessing none of the qualities of a "sour- ment. Of postoffices no other nation has
signal fluttered to the top of the staff of
mash” even when served in the form in one-third our number. It is estimated that
the mast on the cliff, and having previwhich it usually accompanies roast 100,000,000 more letters were mailed in the
ously obtained permission to join the beef.
United States last year than in Great
hunt with Capt. Mariano, the quarterThe nature of the potato is most unmaster was speedily seated in the obstnuive, there is nothing in the wide Britain,and nearly that number more than
were mailed in Germany, France, and Ausstern sheets, awaiting the signal to world so immensely serviceable that
tria combined.The proportion to each inshove off. This was soon given, and six has received so little commendation: habitant is estimated in the United States
miles to the northwest the three boats
however, its modesty bespeaks its at GO, Great Britain57, Germany 10.
came up with their game, which proved merit.
At the close of the fiscal year the total
to be an unusually large specimen of
number
of postoffices M as 53,011, besides
We must acknowledgethe potato is
407 branch offices. Of these 2,244 were
the California gray variety. The gi- not a pretty thing t j look upon.
Presidential offices, divided as follows:
gantic fish rolled lazily about on top of
Its form is not comely, its color not
First class, 75; second class, 40(1; third
the water, all unconscious of impend(esthetic, and its sk^n is rough and clnss.^ 1,700. In the fourth cla^s there
ing danger, and did not even deign to
lumpy; wash it clean of the dirt of its wore 51,370. Among all the offices7,205
notice the approach of the boats that
native home and it does not gain much. were money-orderoffices,besides‘92 moneycame upon either side and behind her.
Some things, like certain varieties of order stations. Concerning appointments
A hundred feet away the men lay on wild flowers, are not pretty as a single the report says:
their oars, and Capt Mariano sighted
“The appointmentsof Postmasters durspecimen, yet when you get a number
over his swivel gun. The men bent
of them together they are quite hand- ing the last fiscal year numbered altogether
over their oars, with every muscle some, but the potato has not even this 22,747, of which 0,112 were made to nil
ready to pull or back water at the advantage,for a heap of a thousand vacancies occasioned by resignationsor expired commissions, 587 to vacancies caused
slightest hostile movement on the part
potatoes is no more beautiful than a by death, 3,482 on the establishment of
of the enemy. It M as a moment that lone solitary tuber.
new offices, and 9,506 upon removals. Of
seemed an age of awful suspense to the
But take them when they are pre- the total number of appointments,1,030
green hand, but suddenly the captain pared for our use, when we And them were made by yourself,the vacancies havhad a fair mark presented and pressed on the table cracking open, white as ing occurred from the following causes, rethe trigger. The boat quivered under
snow, full of steaming nourishment, spectively— viz: By expirationof comthe shock accompanying the report, they are lovely to the eye and savory to mission, 408; by resignations, 253; by
deaths, 24; by removals or suspensions,
and the eye could plainly catch the the palate.
247; and to offices which had been assigned
flash of the harpoon as it "cleaved the
Only give the potato a little season- from the fourth to the third class, 47.”
air and buried itself out of sight someing, a little luxuriouscream, and a good
During the year the free-deliveryservice
M’here in the right shoulder. Attached stirring up, and the richness, the
was extended to Aurora, 111.; Duluth,
to the steel missile was the stout mapleasure it can confer is unrivaled.
Minn.; and Newport,Ky. The total numnila line coiled in the bow, and it bore
The potato is the symbol of plain, ber of carriers was 4, £10, an increase of
tiie appearance of a flash of brown
substantial, useful, but homely, people. 483. The total cost of this branch of the
lightning as it zigzagged through the
Their unobstrusiVeness may teach service was $4,312,306,an increaseof
air after its powerful mototf.
you more fortunate ones how your $320,354 over the previous year. The work
performed by the carriersis summarizedas
The whale hardly seemed to compre- homely brothers and sisters feel.
follows:
hend the trouble that had overtaken
You may learn from the potato that
“The number of pieces of mail matter,
her at first, and it was fully half a min- there are thousands of men and women,
counting collections and deliveries, handled
ute before she emitted an angry snort unattractive in appearance, uncouth in
by the carriers during the year was 1.949,and started for the bottom at" a rate speech, and awkward in manner, whose 520,599,an increase over the previous
that made the lino smoke and emit hearts are rich in goodness and whose year of 204,983,186,or 11.75 per cent., while
sparks as it ran over the bows. Both lives are a perpetual unfoldingbene- the carriers increased but 11.08 per cent, in
the captain and the boat steerer peered faction to those around them.
number.”
uneasily into the clear depths as the
The money-order system has been exThey only need a little stirring up, a
line stopped running out, and a minute little developing, a little investigation, tended to 311 additional offices during the
later the former shouted: “Back all!' and their repaying qualities are found year, Mhile 10 were dropped from the list.
“During the year there were issued
Back hard!” The five ashen blades to be vLnec[\ia\e([.— Chicago Ledgei'.
7,940,302 domestic orders, amounting to
bent and quivered with the strain put
nearly $114,000,000; 5,999,428 postal notes,
Mr. Springer’6 “Bend Boses.”
on them, but it mbs none too much, as
amounting to $11,718,000; and- 493.423 inthe boat Mas scarcely a dozen feet
The Hon. William M. Springer,of ternational orders, aggregating $7,178,away when the huge bulk of the in- Illinois,always wears in his buttonhole 786.21; besides the payment of foreign orfuriated whale rose to the surface and a beautiful rose. Sometimes it is but a
ders reaching a total of almost $4,000,000.
spouted twin columns of brine high in bud, again it is the full-bloom flower, The entire amount of fees received was
the air. Before the animated Avater- as if the man marked the anticipations $1,214,506.38, less by $2,869.60 than the
spout could repeat the dose the boat of to-day, or the fruitions of yesterday, previous year.”
The act establishingthe special- delivery
was out of range, both of the fire-ex- by this voiceless but speaking symbol.
system limited its privileges to (>55 posttinguishing apparatus and the terrible Yet few know the cause of this man’s
offices. During the full year of its use—
flukes that soon commenced to thrash faithfulnessto the queen of flowers.
to Sept. 30, 1886-1,118,820 letters were rethe water into foam. Her contortions Liston, then. Many, many years ago,
ceived for special delivery at these offices.
were so violent that the captain could when Mr. Springer was only ‘a college Taking the full year, the total amount of
not get in a shot with his bomb gun, freshman, whoso eyes were filled with
fees received from this source was $84,782,
which he raised and lowered half a the beauty of the world but whose soul leaving a gross profit to the Government of
dozen times without pulling the trigger. was saddened by the knowledge that $27,097. From the enlarged system, exFinally the flukes quit their thrashing, all life was fleeting and man was born tending the privileges of the act to all
and like a flash the leviathandashed only to die, he wrote a poem in a minor nostofficesand all mailable matter, the
rostmaster General expects great results.
away at a terrific rate, burying the key whose music was as tears falling
The total revenues of the department for
boat’s bow between two walls of water upon tender hearty-strings,
and this the year were $43,948,422, and the excess
fully eighteen inches high, but the poem he called “Dead Boses.” The of costover revenue $8,1254,157. Of the
spee,d was such that scarcely a drop en- editor of the village paper knew Mr.
total appropriations for the year, amounttered the boat. This gait was kept up Springer’sfamily, and, pleased with the ing to $54,183,042.14, the entire outlay
for a good ten minutes, and then the young student’s effort to crown himself actuallymade and estimated to be made is
speed commenced to slacken, and the with boys and laurels, he accepted the but $50,839,340.46,leaving a balance to be
wounded monster swam easily and poem, and the lad went to his room eventually covered into the Treasury of
$3,344,301.68.
quietly on top of the water.
thinking of the glorious golden future
Letter-sheet envelopes, the report says,
The living tug came to a total stand- whose doors M’ere opening before him
have been long authorized, but no real atstill at last, and pulling around to a on noiseless hinges. He had never
tempt was made to introduce them until
broadside position, the captain was written for the press before, and in his last October, when a contract was mado
given his opportunity. The second ex- youthful innocence
trusted all with the owner of a patent, by which the
plosion was followed by the whistling to the editor and waited with poetic departmentreceivesthem without cost, and
.

ho

of the rubber-wingedbomb, which otoging for the paper to appear

MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.

Tlie Sons ol Bunny llnly at Play and at
Table.

“A queer set of fellows are our Italian
pipe-layers,”remarked % gentleman
connected with one of the leading
natural gas companies of this city on his
return from ono of thoir camps. “I
laughed till my sides fairly ached at
one of their favorite evening pastimes.
They get hold of an old barrel and
carry it to the top of some hillf Their
present camp, about five miles from
the city, is admirably adapted for the
sport, being located on the top of a bill
which has a gradual slope of about 400
feet before it readies the level grade.
“After they get the barrel ready half
a dozen of them take hold of one of the
|mallcr men, and, despite his protests
and struggles,dump him head first
into the barrel. Sometimesthey have
a good deal of trouble at this stage of
the game, but they got there iu the
end.
“The barrel and its living contents
are then thrown over, given a hearty
push, and sent down the hill a-flying.
The fellow sometimes lets his legs stick
out of the open end of the barrel, and
you can’t imagine how funny they look
flying around in the air as the barrel
bounces up and down over the stones
and rough spots.
“There are always several Italians at
the foot of the hill to stop the barrel
when it gets there. They help the follow out, and sometimes they have to
carry him up the hill. It makes some
of them deathly sick, while others
don’t seem to mind it a bit. The barrel
is again rolled up the hill, and this kind
of fun is kept up until it gets dark.
Queer, ain’t it?

six

sons of a lady who died at

—Many

farmers of

Branch County have

both the old and new wheat crops on hand,
refusing to sell at present prices.
— Miss Florence Nash, of Adrian, determined to rid herself of a dangerous
malady by means of faith cure. She died.

—Twenty-ninecompanies of Michigan
State troops aro being

field rifies. They

armed with Spring-

have

hitherto carried

Sharpe’s rifles.

—Tho

of the Reserve Mutual
Company of Grand Rnpids
reported. The risks aro to be reinsured
collapse

Life Insurance
is

in the Massachusetts Benefit Association.

—Lucy Trombley, sentenced to the
Adrian Reform School, from Bay City, is
only II yeors of age, yet she chews and
smokes tobacco and drinks whisky and
beer.

—Parker Waters, an old residentof
Clinton County, waft shot and killed by
John Harriuglon. The men were with a
hunting parly in

Roscommon County, and

Harringtonmistook Waters for a deer.
—Detroit special: Libel suits involving
$200,000 have already been piled up in tho
personal war being waged between thoFVec

News.

Press and James E. Hcripps of the

To-day Scripps began another
$50, 0(H) damages against William

unit for

B. Qnin-

by and the Free Press Printing Company
for printing a

poster Oct. 31 denouncing

Scripps as an infamous person who hud of-

fended against all tho laws of decency.
Two more suits will bo begun to-morrow,

“Do you know what those Italians
No? Well, I’ll tell you what their

and the total amount claimed will at this

eat?

is. They get a big hunk rate soon fool up $500,000. Judge Chapa particle of lean on it. man, the Congressman-elect,
announced
Then they mix flour and water until it through the papers to-day that ho would
makes a kind of dough. This is rolled not try these cases. His candidacy led to,
flat, about an inch thick, and in the
favorite dish
of pork— not

center they put the piece of fat pork.
The dough is then wrapped closely
around it ; then thev put it in a pan
over a hot tire. This causes the pork
to turn into grease, which permeates the
dough.
“When it is completely saturated and
the outer edge browned, then it is ready
for the table. One sight of it would
make a Caucasian sick, yet those fellows
can never get enough of it. Sometimes
instead of going to the trouble of making the dough they get a loaf of stale
rye bread and scoop out the middle and
place the fat pork in there. Then this
is suspended over the lire until the fat
burns to grease and soaks into the
bread.
“I have been told that these low-class
Italianswill eat anything that ever
walked on four legs. Maybe you remember the story that was published
some time ago about a party of Italians
finding a drowned colt in the river and
towing it to shore and eating it. That
was a true bill. They wore caught in
the act by a country constable, who was
going to sue them for it. The story
may go down as hard as the colt would,
but I repeat that it is strictlytrue.
Pittsbu rg h Co m m ercia /- Gazette.
”

—

or at least developed, the personal warfare
between Scripps and the Free Press, and

the Judge does not care to be mixed up iu
(be litigation between the parties. '
'

—Detroit Free Press: In tho death of
William B. Hazeltou,which occurred in
Baltimore last week, American journalism
has lost one of the brightest and beet in its

ranks. He was born at Flint, Mich., and
mos educated nt Lafayette College in Philadelphia. He made his first start in journal-

ism on the Norristown Herald, and
later years was

Mall Gazette, that impress the imagination more in beginning the study of
physical science than the rain of* the
skeletons or shells which continue
ceaselessly from the surface of tho sea
to the ocean depths. Out of these tiny
relics of marine life is foi*ued the
chalky ooze of the ocean bed, makers
of the marble that is to be. The young
princes in “The Cruise of the Bacchante,” speaking of our island empire
in the West Indies, which some propose
we should abandon, ask indignantly,

"Was

it for this that these islands

were

taken and retaken,till every gully and
every foot of the ocean -bed holds tho
skeleton of an Englishman?” It is a
striking figure and suggestive. What a
rain of English skeletons through these
purple seas, skeletons which, hardening in time like the shelly ooze of the
ocean floor, from the material of empire! It is a great thought and a true
one, although grim enough in its way.
All empires are founded on skeletons.
Whoever wishes to rear a throne must
use corpses as its foundation.The
eastern conquerors who reared pyramids of skulls but roughly illustrated
the universal truth. He who would at-

in

connected with the Phila-

and

delphia Herald, Press,

Times, Balti-

more Gazette, Sun, Times, and American,
and his health broke down while engaged

National Tribune,

in editorial work on tho

of Washington. Ontside of newspaper
work he wrote the librettoof an oncru,

and his genwork was excellent He was a
of whom it might bo said that he

which had n successful run,
enft literary
journalist

Ho

never wrote a line in bitterness.

bud

pride in his work, enthusiasm iu hie profession, and a helping

bund for

un-

all

fortunates. Michigan has always bad
reason to feel prond of him, and bis untimely death at the age of 33 is a loss which
she will mourn..

How Empires Have Been Founded.
There are a few facts, says the Pall

pays for only what it sells. So far the enT
buried itself in the great mass of blub- which would introducelhimto fame and velope appears to find popular favor, but
ber. Scarcely had the smoko cleared teach the world in its ago what he had the Postmaster General thinks longer exaway from the bow before the muffled earned so young. It was on Wednes- periment desirable before recommending tain to supremo dominion must first
purchase of the patent and the manufind men who are willing to allow their
boom of the bomb, exploding in the day, a beautiful day in June, when the the
facture by the Government.
carcasses to be used ns buildingmahistorical residenceof Jonah, sounded sun kissed the flowers in field and in
The dead-letter office during the year
the death-knellof the poor old whale. fen, that the young poet went to the handled 5,023,745pieces of mail matter, of
terial. The noble Russian soldiers who
The victim’s huge bulk grew animated office for the paper. It was there, cold which number 180,448 were deliveredun- were marched into tho lx)g in which
again, but onlv for a moment. The and still, and expressionless, but preg- opened to the proper parties, and 366,379 they sank overhead merely in order
flukes thrashed violently for a few nant with thought and feeling when the
foreign pieces were returned to the country
that those who came after might find
of origin. Of those opened about one-half
seconds, while the waterspouts became creative spirit should touch it into betho way paved with the crowns of their
tinged a warm red. Strugglesand ing. With a throbbing heart ho took were destroyedas undeliverablo or value- dead companions’ heads were but
spouts became more and more con- the lifeless sheet in his trembling hands less. Letters to the number of 12,138, offering in a most Ijorrible fashion tho
containing money aggregating $21,732,
tracted, until, with a last final effort, and eagerly he scanned its pages, seeksame sacrificewhich all men must offer
besides 18,105 letters containingdrafts!
the inwardly wounded monster rolled ing the most remote positions first, that checks, or other instrumentsfor the pay- who would found empires, or, indeed,
over and expired. The other boats ho might enjoy to the full the search for ment of money of the total face value of do anything else of permanent and
made fast, and a hard pull of three his treasure. At last ho found it— on $1,121,154.74,were delivered to the owner*. solid worth. The price of liberty, as
hours landed the prize on the beach the first page, standing forth bold os a The revenue derived from dead letters of empire, is life. And he Mho is not
near the try-pots, where it was to be beacon light, and as the tears streamed which could not be restored to owners, and willing in case of need to lose his lifo
rat up.
from his eyes he bowed his head and from auction sale of unclaimed parcels, will never attain to those things which
amounted to $8,879.29.
alone make life worth living.
kissed his offspring sleepibg there in its
Postoffice*were reported robbed to the
Sierra Nevada Snow Sheds.
cradle of type. Then he brushed the
number of 487, and 269 were burned; 76
Why He Hated Him.
The snow sheds over the mountains joyful tears away and looked again to postal cars were burned or wrecked,27
“O,
Charles,
lot us turn and go off
read.
Horrors
upon
horrors,
what
does
are found east of Strong’s Canyon Stamail stages and 7 mail messengers were
some
other
way;
there is that had man
ho
see?
“Dead
Boses?”
Ah,
no!
The
robbed, 79 pouches were lost, and 127 retion and west of Emigrant Gap,
wherever there is no side hill' apd the fiendish hand of the intelligent com- ported stolen or injured. The records of followingus.”
“Who is the fellow, my deah?”
removal of the snow would be difficult positor has done its cruel work, and the inspectors show the following facts:
“For
violation of postal laws 660 persons
there
standing
in
hideous
black
letters,
“Why, that is the man who was so
for the plow. Except for tunnels pud
were arrested, of whom 243 were in the near marrying me before I mot you. I
bridges they aro without break between the sensitive youth found the words,
service and 417 were not; 110 were post- just hate him."
these stations, a distance of over fifty “Dead Horses.” With a piteous moan
masters,
assistants,or clerks, 14 railway
“By Jove, so do L”
miles. The sheds are built in two M ays, he flung the hated thing aside, and postal clerks, 24 letter-carriers, 27 mailsteeling
his
heart
againat
the
Muse,
ho
“Yon?”
with a flat roof, or a steep-pitched roof.
carriers,and 11 of various employment.
gave
up
peosy
forever
and
went
into
“Yaos.”
The roof is made of massive, square
Seventy-nine burglars and 31 former post“You don’t know him. How can you
ambers, and is supported by huge politics.But the “Dead Boses” are not masters are included among the arrests
trunks of trees. The sheds are . high forgotten, and in remembrance of them( outside of the service.The State courts hate him ?”
“He diiln’t marry you, don’t yer knaw,
enough within to permit the brakemen Mr. Springer each day wears a rose in’ took jurisdiction of 54 cases and the
Federal courts of 606. Of the latter con- my love.”— Texas Siftings.
to walk safely on the tops of the freight his buttonhole. — Waxhington Critic.
victions followed in 214, acquittalsin 26,
cars. The cost of building thorn sheds
The greatest wealth is contentment trial waits in 295, and the residue were disEducate the people to the fact that
was from $8,000 tc $10,000 per mile, with a little.
missed or failed of indictment.”
effects follow causes.
’

— The

Adrian, acted as pall-bearersnther funeral.

The

The
from

Official Figures.

official tigaros

are now

received

Michigan on Governor
excepting Alger and Leelanaw. The plurality from tne latter (173 for Luce) is included in the following compilation, which
gives Luce 8,277 more votes in tho Htate
all counties of

than Yaple:
Counties.
Alcona ..........
...........
Allegan .........
Alpena. .........
Antrim .........
Arenac ..........
Baraga ........
Barry ...........
Bay ............
Benzie ...........
Perrien ..........
Branch ..........
Calhoun .........
Caes ............
Charlevoix .....

Vaplo. Luce, Dickie,
Fusion. Hep.
Pro.

JM
1,1 1'J

no

you

59

491

340
9,678
9,yi7
521

.

.

...... 3,7W
...... 3,4

......

Cheboygan .....
Chippewa ......

iy

m

1,1144

...... (M4

Gratiot .........
Hillsdale .......

...... 724
'2,

Houghton
Huron

..........
Ingham ..........
Ionia ...........
.

............
Isabella .........
Jackson .........
Iron

Kalamazoo ......
Kalkaska........
Kent ............

Keweenaw

.....

.

Lake ............
Lapeer ........
/c ..I an aw .......
Lenawee ........
Livingston ......
...

...... 1SI
.

..... 9,400

I

9,784

Mackinac ........
Macomb.........

Newaygo

4

..... 157
...... 9,894

.....

Presque Isle .....

Koscommon .....
Saginaw .........
.........

Jos ph .......

Sanilac ..........
Bcbonlcraft ......
Shiawassee......
Tuscola-. ........
Van Boren. ......

»

10

MW
190

1,200
37

173
390
700
42
400

005
513

260
124
830
5/0
81
1,533
1

140
314
1,08/

603
42
203
2.2

‘21

3,118
1, 81
2,010
1,68/
1,033

Osceola ..........
Oscoda ...........
Otsego ...........
Ottawa ..........

Bt.

021
3,909
703
4,525
303
1,390
2,019
4,888
2,908
1,513
3,093
3,574
8J>
7U7
1,639
4,751
4,203
5J0
7,743
ctW
877
2,888
173
5, 523
9,453
9,460
1,108

Oakland.........
Oceana .......... ..... 1,H5
Ogemaw..., .....
Outomuon .......

Ht. Clair

80
450

‘.0)

Manistee ........
Munltou .........
Marquette .......
Mason ...........
Mecosta ..........
Mi nominee .....
Midland .........

Missaukee .......
Mouroo ..........
Montcalm .......
Montmorency...
Muskegon., .....

....

V-w

Grand Traverse

...........

00
6.4
553
004
380
152
54

8.596
4,145
9,974
714
or;
SOD

Clare ...........
Clinton .........
Crawford .......
Delta ...........
Eaton ..........
Emmet ..........
(joueaeo.
Gladwin .......

Iosco

0
ooo
182

J,m

.

.

1

860

..... CM

>4/

*,

1,:8J
520
8ft
1,240
240
413
3,191
420
2/1
5,457
4,074
3,

..... 2,tvi2

I'i

9,547
3,505
127
3.117
J.^lO

'108

uu
i

3,031
0,O-)2

Total ................
m,G9t 18O.O.J0
Plurality.....
......
8,iW

f.

« #•

'

m
72
132
83
270
4J1
10
raj
248
681
500
51
310
110
12

i

L
31.
425

K1
312

4J

3,083
3,628
15,302
1,116

Washtenaw .....
Wayne ...........
Wexford .........

*

701
4i9
18J
814

918
....

24,Q8»

WmmP'

yr'
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HOLLAND CIT7 NEWS.
WILLIAM

H.

ROGERS,

Editor.

place Saturday evening and held a large
meeting, There was
attentive
audience.The meeting wag held In the
school house. Mr. H. Pettlneill was

an

chosen temporary chairman

Saturday, Nov.

1886.

27,

and

length, in the Chicago Tribune,

costs the advertiser $20,000. The New
York Herald receives for its lowest priced
column, $39,023, and for its highest
$348,000. The New York Tribune, for
the lowest, $85,048, and those papers,

it is

In an Illustratedmonthly magtslne, having a regular circulation of about two
hundred thou»and copies, often reaching and
sometimes exceeding two hundredand twenty-five
thousand. Chief among its many alfractlonsfor
the coming year is a serial which has been In active preparation for sixteen years . It is a history
of our country In Us most crlllcal time, as set forth

loss for advertise-

Ottawa

.

'

and

also just received the largest

best stock of

PALL AID WINTER CLOTHING
ever kept in

on Monday

much

Clothing

having recently enlarged our store, and have

associated with him as private secretaries
tbrougboutliia term of office, and to them were
Station,
transferredupon Lincoln’s death all his private
ments to All their columns.
papers. Here wilt be told the Inside historyof the
The demand for overcoats and mitltens civil war and of PresidentLincoln’s admlnislraNotions are strange things. The peo- just now, is from fair to good, witli an tion,— Important detailsof which Lave hitherto remained unrevealed. that they might firstappear lu
ple who fear water travel, for Instance, upward tendency.... Mrs. Paulina Wei- this authentic history.By reason of the publicaton and family started
for
tion of this work,
never seem to realize the fact that a
California,with James Bush as escort.
.
larger number of people in proportionare Mr. Carlos Niverson, who went to Rapid
THE
SERIES,

a

Heady-Made

THE LIFE OF LINCOLN

fawrably impressedand will assist in organizing an assembly. . .Tbahksgiving
was observed here by the earnest and by his confidentialsecretaries,John CL
Nicolay and Ool. John flay.thoughtful by a prayer and praise meeting
at the School House on Thursday even
This great work begun with the sanction of
ing. Tho gay and giddy celebratedby PresidentLincoln, and continued under the authority of his sou, tho Hon. KobertT. Lincoln, is
trippinv the light fantastic toe at Jones’ tho only full and authoritativerecord of the life of
Hall, Olivo Center, the same evening.
Abraham Lincoln. Its authors were friends of
Lincoln before his presidency;they were most in
"II. A."
tiraately

stated, are never at

have more store room to show our
vast Stock of

Thb Ckntubt

An exchange remarks that the man who Allen. Master Workman of Holland Assembly, read and explained the platform
places a $10 advertisementin his local
on which they stand. A committeewas
. paper and flattershimself that he is a
appointedto canvass West Olive for memliberal advertiser, will be surprised to bers. Qaite a number present seemed
column in

For 1886-87.

intro-

duced Mr. Graham, who made a few
opening remarks, and then Mr. J. P.

learn that a yearly advertisement,one

We now

Century

T he

Holland. We have

.

WAR

even by
.horse and carriage accidents, than by
accidents to passenger steamers, and that
ao line of travel presents so small a loss in
proportion as that across the Atlantic
ocean. Another queer notion is that of

City, Dak.^lastMarch has returned. He
is silent as
the amount of his net earn
lugs during his absence; but leaves the
•
estimate to the scholar who might calculate approximately,
when allowed to consider his average rate of wages to be frem
five to eight dollars per day.
. .We cheerfully accept the olive branch that "H. A."
shutting cut the night air, as if anybody
extends to us, and promise that on our
could breathe anythingbut night air after part the future shall not be clouded with
dark; pure night air from without being scenes of wicked strife of war or duels,
much bet'ler than impure night air within and that our weapons shall be remodeled
as in olden times into implements for the
a close and stuffy room.
use of the penreluland industrioushuskilled by railroad accidents, and

6

.

and bills fell bandman. But we will accept his invitation to talk buzzard for a few moments,
due. the tradesman’s face grew long and
or in other words of that refreshing piece
blue;'his dreams were troubled through of news, that good old Uncle Samuel anthe night, with sheriffs’bailiffsall in ticipated making West Olive the place

When

trade grew slack,

which has been followed with unflaggingInterest
by a great audience, will occupy less space during
the coming year. Gettysburgwill be described by
Gen. Hunt (Chief of the Union Artillery),Gen,
Longstreet, Gen. E. M. Law, and others; Chickamauga, by Gea. D. H. Hill: Sherman’s March to
the Sea, by Generals Howard and Slocum. Generals Q. A. Gillmore. Wm. P. Smith, John Gibbon,
Horace Porter,and John 8. Mosoy will describe
special battlesand Incidents.Stories of naval engagements,prison life,etc., etc., will appear.

NOVELS AND

as his good wife advised, and in the
papers advertised. Crowds came and
bought of all ho had, his bills were paid,
his dreams were glad; and he will tell
you to this day how well did printer’sink
repay. He boastelh, with a knowing

1

®-;./

Piv';V
i >.

wink, how he was saved by printer’sink.

Hon. David Dams

tells

the

frozen

truth when he says: "Each year every lo-

cal paper gives from $100 to $5,000 in free

SPECIAL FEATURES

.proportion to his menus, does more for his

town than any other ten men and
.fairness,

man

in all

with man, he ought

be

to

supported, not because you happen to like

<him

or

admire his writings, but because a

•local paper is the best

investmenta com-

make. It may not be brillicrowded with great thoughts, but

•munity can
ant or

discovered, nothing serious occurred. But
the next morning the team was hitched to
a light wagon, and. driven through a
steady and chilling rain to Spring Lake,
where the runaway was found engaged in
domestic duties in a very respectable
family of that place. She was persuaded,
however, to return home with her father
and brother, seeminglywell pleased with
the

escapade.

‘‘Andrew.’’

Subscription price. $4 .00 a year, 3.') cents a numDealers, postmasters,and the publishers
take subscriptions.
Send for our beautifullyIllustrated 24 page catalogue(free,) containingfull
prospectus, etc., including a specialoffer by which
new readers can get back numbers to the beginning ol the W ar Scries at a very low price. A
specimen copy (back number) will be sent on re
quest. Mentionthis paper.
Can you afford to be without The Ckntubt ?

THE CENTURY

intellectuallybut. financially,and yet

on the right
day the editors
the most work of

majority of the local papers

any

men on

earth. Subscribe for your

r ~
-
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garments.

CUSTOM OEPARTMENT

IN OUR

we have some

of the finest

Suitings, Overcoatings

and

Trouserings,
which we make

in the Latest Styles

and

at

reasonable prices.

GIVE US

AN EARLY

CALL

!

In need of a pair of

and be assured of perfect satisfaction in
and in price.

J.W.BOSMAN.

fit

'

BOOTS or SHOES

Holland, Mich.

Bear in mind that

Van Duren

Bros.

Always have a large and well assorted
stock on hand which they will be
pleased to have you come and
examine. No trouble
to

show goods.

You can save from one to three dollars
by getting your winter cloak at Bertsch’s.
43-31.

side of the question. To

v local paper, not as

fitting

mean morally

on the moral question you will find the

of the local papers do

made, good

New York.

CO.,

ARE YOU

munity than a preacher or teacher. Un-

or

all well

ber.

financially it is more of a benefitto a com-

derstand us now, we do not

and

PRICES. A FREE COPY.

now posted for

community in mother sought her Winchester, and
which it is located. No other agency favorite position at an upper window in
•can or will do this. The local editor,in search of offensive objects. None being
lines for the benefit of the

Men’s Suits (or $4 to $20.

will be printed during the year.

We

re-letting,are declared
null and void, before our faith becomes
abundant in these predictions. But in the
face of stern realities, of an adverse nature,
we will bow our head in silence,and submit with becoming grace and dignity to
whatever inconvenienceor indignity falls
to our lot in the course of events that are
inevitable ---- One day last week, in the
absence of paternal restraint,that infant
daughter,nearly seventeen years of age,
grip in hand, made her way to West Olive
and took the train going north. On her
return home, and learning the news, the

$150 to $10.

STORIES.

"The Hundredth Man," a novel by Frank R.
Stockton, author of "The Lady, or the Tiverf’’
etc., beclns in November. Two novelettes by
George W. Cable, stories by Mary llallock Foote,
"Uncle Remus," Julian Hawthorne, Edward
Eggleston, and other prominent American authors

(with illustrations) include a scries of articles on
affairs in Russia and Siberia, bv Geo. Kennan, auwhere be would dispense the favors of the thor of "Tent Life in Siberia," who has just resight. At hst his wife unto him said,
turned from a most eventful visit to Siberian
Post Ollice,in the interest of Ottawa Sta- prisons: papers on the Food Question, with refer"Rise up at once, get out of bed, and get tion and Olivo Center. We wonder if the ence to its bearing on the Labor Problem;English
ycur paper, ink, and pen, and say these canal and great future possibilitieshave Cathedrals; Dr. Eggleston’sReligious Life in the
American Colonies;Men ami Women of Queen
are Anne’s Reign, by Mrs. Oliphant;Clairvoyance,
words unto all
My goods I wish figured in these conclusions.
willing to suppress our curiosity in the Spiritualism, Astrology, etc., by the Rev. J. M.
to sell to you, and to your wives and
matter for a while, at least, until the pres- Buckley, D. D., editor of the CbtisHan Advocate1,
daughters, too; my prices are so very low, ent contract for carrying the mails on this astronomicalpapers; articles throwing light on
Bible history,etc.
'that all will buy before they go." He did route expires, and the government notices,

men:

Boys’ Suits (or

charity, but as an

Oysters! Oysters!
At the City Bakery you will find the
v°ry best fresh Oysters in any quantity.

Try them.

investment."

Regardless of Cost.

The Primary School Fund.

am sellingLadies and Misses’ cloaks
of my
The Primary School Fund apportioned
Immense stock before Christmas.
for 1880 amounts to 50 cents for each per- 43
D. Bertsch.
son of school age, who has been properly
«i

I

t

3i.

regardless of cost In order to dispose

reported. Superintendentof Public Instruction Nelson has notified the County

Thanksgiving!
Every lover of good fresh Oysters

PROTECTION CONGRESS GAITER.
Patented April 10, 1877, Nov. 11, 1879,
and Nov. 24, 1885, by Cyrus Libby.

Custom Work and Repairing
should make their purchases at Pessiuk’s
Clerk that the amount apportioned to Bakery.
a Specialty.
Ottawa County is $7,165.70, divided acStore, two doors west of Post Office.
A full line of Underwear and Hosiery at
cording to the number of persons of
VAN DUREN BROS.
43
D. Bertsch,
jschool ago reported from the cities and
Hullaod, Mich., Nov. 3, 1880. 18-tf.

-

3t.
•

-

townshipsas follows:

Mrs. D. M. Gee & Co. invite the attention of the ladies of Holland and viCHILDREN, AFFOBTIONED.
cinity to their fine line of Cloaks just refor young people is what the papers call Sr.
Altcndalo ............
..... 4SWI
8 277 73 ceived. The garments are new, stylish Nicholas.
Do you know about It,— how good It
Blondon .............
238 00 and pretty. Prices lower than goods of is. bow clean and pure and helpful? If there are
Cheater .............
92 the same quality have ever been sold any boys or girls in your house will you not try a
number, or try It for n year, and see if it is n’t
Crockery ..........
...... 482
*3)9 92 before.
just the element you need in the household? The
Georgetown..........
407 12
London TIma* has said. "We have nothing like it
Grand Haven Town.. ..... 29.->
on this side." Here are some leading features of
165 20
Taffy! Taffy! Taffy!
Grand Haven City .........1910
1090 80
Every day fresh made at the City
HollandTown: _______
713 44
Bakery. All flavors.
Holland City .............. 1114
NO. OF

“THE IDEAL MAGAZINE”

AMOUNT

St. Nicholas

023 81

Jamestown ....... ...... 805

450 SO

Olive ...............

2S0 00

Polkton ................. 978
Robinson ............

547 68

Spring Lake ..........
Tatlmadge .............. 413

572 32

•Wright ...................... 523
Zeeland ...............

\Uw Mwtiscmcnt

55.

96 32

231 23

SCRIBNER’S MAGAZINE

295 08

PublishedMonthly

* •-

589 08
r

WITH ILLUSTRATIONS.

for 1886-87.
Stor'es by Louisa M. Alcott and

Frank

R. Stockton.-«<-*v«raJ by each author.
A Short Serial Story by Mrs. Burnett.
whose charming "Little Lord Fauntleroy"has

las.
War

been a great feature In the past year

Boys and

Girls.

of staff, biographer, and
12,706
$7,165 70
confidentialfriend of Gen. Grant, and one of the
*I)lstrlci No 9 deficiencyin May apportionment
ablest and most popular of living military writers,
t c86, $60.16.
First
loth. will contribute a number of papers describing in
clear and vivid style some of the leading battles of
the civil war. They will be panoramic descripScbibneb’m Maoazink will be in the widest feline
tions of single contests or short campaigns,prea magazine of general literature, and each number
senting a sort of literary picture-gallery of the
will be fully tllustrated.
grand and heroic contests in which tho parents of
Some of the moat notable papers to tppear durOlive.
many a boy and girl of to-day took
ing the Aral year are a aerlep of Unfubudhed LetStories include "Jnun and
A blizzard struck us again on Thursday. tkrb of Thackbbay of very great autobiographi-Juanlte,".Serial
an admirablewritten story of Mexican
cal value; ex-Mtolster E. B. VVashburne’a Remin. ... Nellie Trumble has got more cheek
life,by Frances Courtenay Baylor, author of "On
lacencea ot the Siege and Commune of Paris;
than any girl in town. Why ?- three weeks Gllmpica at the Diaries or Gouvernenr Morris, Both Sides”) also, ‘•Jenny’s Boarding-House,"by
of neuraigia. Mrs. Trumble has been Minister to France at the close of tho last century James Otis, a story of life in a great city.
Short Articles, Instructiveand entertaining,
suffering from the same malady but does (givingdescriptionsof social life and characters at will abound. Among these are: "How a Great
the time): a collectionof contemporarylettersdenot display so
face .....
Peck scribingEarly New York and New England Socl- Panorama is made," by Theodore R. Davis, with
profuse Illustrations:"Winninga Commission"
and family arrive*! Friday and took pos(Naval Academy), and "Recollections of the Naval
'riierc
Is
much
excellent
Action
Including
a
seriression of the rooms over the post oflice.
Academy"; “Boring for Oil" and "Among the
al by Harold Frederic; stories extending through
. .As expected, the northern hunters reGas-wells," with a number of striking pictures;
several numbers by H. C. Banner, J. 8. of Dale,
turned Friday evening loaded with stories, and others: and abort stories by R. I. Stevenson, ‘•Child-Sketches from George Eliot," by Julia
Magruder; “Victor Hugo’s Tates to his Grasdlot not with game. . .Fred Trumble, who Joel ChandlerHarris, T. A. Janvier, Miss Jewett, chlidren," reconnted by Brander Matthews; "Hishas been at Battle Creek during the sum- Octave Thanet, II. U, Bojesen4 MUs Crosby, and toric Girls," by K, 8. Brooks. Also Interesting
a host of others.
contributions from Nora Perry, Harriet Prescott
mer, surprised his people by stepping in
Notable special papers to he published very early
Spofford,JoaquinMillet, Jly H. Bovesen, Washon them Saturday evening. His many are General F. A. Walker aon Socialism; Dr. Wlf- ington
Gladden.Alice Wellington Rollins, J. T.
ham
Hayes
Ward’s
on
Babylonian
Cylinders;
Mr.
Irlenda here gave him a hearty welcome
Trowbridge, LlentenantFrederick hchwatka,
John O. Ropes’ on the Portraitsof CieKar; Captain
Noah Brooks, Grace Dento Litchfield.Rose Hawhome, but he says he must return after Greene’s on Coast Defence, etc., etc.
thorne Lathrop, Mrs. 8. M. B. Platt, Mary Mapes
'Ihanksgiving. ...Mrs.
went to
ScHiBNEp’sMagazine will be published at $8.00 Dodge and many others, etc., etc.
Jobnavllle Saturday evening and Miss a year, or 28 centa a copy, babacriptlonamay be
The subscription price of «t. Nicholas is $3.00
sent to any newsdealer or bookseller, or to
a year; 25 cents a number. Subscriptions are refollowed very hurriedlySunday
ceived by booksellers and newsdealers everywhere,
morning. They were the guests of J. D.
SCRIBNEB’SSONS, PfllliSta. or by publishers.New volume begins with the
Bacon, station agent, while there ...The
743
745
November number. Send for onr beautiful Ulus,
catalogue (free) containingfall prospectus,
Knights of Labor, -of Holiund, viailcdthis
York. trated
etc.,
THE CENTURY CO., New York,
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exchange
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and dignity, and with a humor and good

humor that
Tut for Hard or Soft fTater.— Dissolve a

small quantitv of good soap in alcohol.
Let a few drops fall into a glass ol water.

hArd.if not, it

If it turns milky, it is

is

soft.
Test for Earthy Matters or

Alkali,—

is

that in which CharlotteAdams

"How I Became an

Mine & Uiptte Railroad,
“Mackinaw Short Line”

Detroit,

tells

Artist’s Model.’’

on

immersion, the paper returns to its true
shade, the water docs not contain earthy
matter or alkali. If a few drops of sirup
be added to a water containingan earthy
matter,

will turn green:

it

Carbonic

for

Test

parts of water

combined or

and

G. Carpenterdiscusses "The Presidents as

Gastronomers,” and gives a good deal of
curious information gathered from authen-

clear lime water. If

acid

free carbonic

a precipitate is seen,

Madame Twostar’s Ball.

present

is

It is not always an enviable thing to

to which, if a few

EAST,
READ UP.

Taking Effect
June 22. 1886.

REAP DOWN.
$A. M.
9 00

JP. M. L’vkI
[Ann. \A. M.
6 05
...Detroit.....
13 45

$P. M.
10 30
11 18

•A.
6
7
7
7
8
8
9
9

11 41

%

1

equal

BIUr$ TONSORIAL PtRlOBS

J ?5
2 5
2 56
3 33
4 20
4 44
5 28
5 40

M

P. M.
8 30
8 01
7 41
..... Ozark .....
7 84
... Newberry...
6 21

10

40
06

10

12

.

6

...McMillan.

li

..Dollarvllle.

14

.

.

...Senqy ......

..... !Val?h ....

cd?boro
... Muni?lng.
...Ait Train ..
..Rock River..
.

. R(

.

.

.

.

.

A Soientiflo Haircut or
InvigoratingShampoo

A. M.
6
5
4
4
2
2
2

14

00
5 15
1 49
4 1!,
3 58
3 25
8 17
3 06
2 50

.

10
12
44
33
48
40

Sill)

fur

a HI) II, Sal,
HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.

Buy now before the advance.

15

1 38
1 02
12 13
11. 50
ll'06
10 54
10 39
10 19
$9 30

.

If it gets milky, lime is present.

Take a piece of litmus

Test for .de/d.—

paper. If

it

turns red, there must bo acid.

If it precipitates on
is

adding lime water,

it

carbonic acid, If a blue sugar paper

is

turned red, it

American.

is

a

-

mineral acid.—

-

-*•*

Ladles hair cleaned and dressed In the latest
fashion.

Our exchange rale is

40 Ik FLOUR
—

Holland. Mich.. March

many

on farms. There

servicesthese cheap moters

could render that are now done by horse

human power if thev are done ,at all.
A windmill over or near a barn could
grind and cut feed. Connectedwith a
grindstone the farmer could busy himself
on a rainy day by sharpening the tools,
or

especially the plows, which should always
be sharp. It could run

a

saw

jig or a buzz

by which many farm and househould conveniences could be manufactured. A
great deal of time and muscular force are

wasted in providingfuel by the agency of

human

muscles, a

saw and a saw

Better save your muscles and

do

this

let

buca.

the wind

drudgery. While you are

con-

sideringthis subject, just thiuk of the

many

things that you and your horses are

doing that the wind can do cheaper and
better. We suspect that the reason
wind power

why

is so little appreciated, is the

same that seems to prevent
from getting salvation—
Sawdust

for

It

many

people

is free.

Mr. Scott proposes to cleanse garments
by submittingthem to a uniform friction

produced by sawdust from hard wood, and
in connection with benzine, naphtha or
analogous solvents. The garments imof the

above solvents

are placed in a revolving apparatus alone

staled besides that the brightness of the

colors is not impaired.

The

principle

of finish by

is

time

The microphone
for the

is

now

being used

purpose of detecting

of water through leakage in

town

The

a

apparatus consists of

which

in

loss

mains.

steel rod,

upon the cock in the
neighborhood of which the leak is susis placed

pected, and a microphone attached to the

upper end

of the

a telephone

rod. A dry

battery and

complete the equipment.

No

sound is beard in the telephone if the
cocks are closed and no leak occurs; but
a leak of even

a few drops through

a

badly fitting cock causes sufficient vibration in the pipe to affect the microphone,

and to give audible sounds in the

phone. At

tele-

the recent meeting of gas and

water engineers in Eisenach,it was stated
that the apparatus

is

so simple to handle

are able to detect and localize any

here for?”
This effected more than all her entreaties. The men burst into a hearty
laugh, and protested their entire willingness to do whatever she pleased,
were introduced, talked, supped,
danced, made themselves agreeable,
and the ball a success. But the story
was an open secret; in twelve hours
everybody was talking of it, Society
was shocked beyond expression, and
madame went abroad.— //arper’sMagazine.

To the December number of
Burnett contributesthe complete novel,
"Miss Defarge,” a study of life in the
a dissolute,spendthrift Eng-

ample scope for
humor. E. P. Roe, the
most popular of all American novelists,

lish lord, which affords

both pathos and

contributes a story in his characteristic

“A Ghost on

Christmas

FROM HOLLAND TO MUSKEGON.
a m p.m. a. m. pm. p.

Fuliz and White 1 lb. less flour.
fi

WALSH, DE BOO &

CO.

j Mi&i ftroriU salbor

i

a sse b

No.

-

Giving a library of ta ijcw and valuable works, worth
from f 5.00 to $18.00 annually,at the nominal sum
of a$ cents per month Subscription,
fij.to yearly.
Stone* by John Habberton, Frances Hodgson Burnett, Julian Hawthorne,Lucy C Lillie, etc., etc.,
will appear in early issues
1

33- tf.

JAS. HUNTLEY,

Circulars, giving details, etc.,

mailed on application

delightfullittle extravaganzais

Estimates given

Sash

Holland ..............10 15 3 05
3 43
Ferrvsbnrg ..........10 57 3 47
Muskegon, 3rd street 11 25 4 15

Grand Haven ....... 10 53

FROM MUSKKQON
Muskegon, 3rd street

30
6 30 6 40
6 40 6 45
7 15 7 15 10 15

TO HOLLAND.

p.m. p.m. p.m. a.m. p.tm.

1ft

M. D.

Allegan ...

.....

8 3d
4 05

Holland. Mich., Sept.

The Verdict Unanimous.

W.

D. 8ull, druggist, Bippus, Ind., tescan recommend Electric Bitters
ns the very best remedy. Every bottle
sold has given relief in every case. One
man took six bottles and was cured of

SSSSSHS

ever handled in my 20 years experience,
is Electric Bilters.”Thousands of others
have added their testimony so that the
verdict Is unanimous that Electric Bitters
do cure all diseases of the liver, kidneys
or blood. Only a half dollar a bottle at
Yates & Kane, Holland, and A. De Kruif,

Zeeland.

*

1

Mix
m.

1886

.

POSTMA
33

0m

Oddi art scares, but tboie who writs to
SUnionA Co., Portland, Maine, will receive
free, full Information about work which
they can do. and live at boms, that will pay
them
lo f25 per
Some have
earned over I'XIn a day Either »cx. youne or old Capital
not required. Yoa areiteried ftee Thore whontartat once
are absolutely sure of sour Utile fortunes.All ia uew.

X

3

i

from

a.

11 *25 .....
12 15!
12 30,..

_

Hows

Office,

day

Wee]£.s

POLICE GAZETTE

The
will be mslledd
securely wrapped, to any addreea lu the Unite*
States for three months on receiptof

ONE DOLLAR.

|

‘

Liberal discount
sunt allowed to postmasti
postmasters, agents
and clubs. tmple coplea mailed
* * free,
*
Addressall or
sruera to

Bamt"

RICHARD

K. FOX,
Franklin Square, N
.

T

.

12 57,
P m
|

ulHur

"any except Sunday.
• 1 rain arrivesIn Chicago 7:00 a. m . on Monday.
All trainsrun by Central Standardtime.
3 icketato all points Jn the United State? and
1

12.

over

j£i

Prices are as Low as the
Lowest.
H.

JlO 10
11) 25
10 :«
11 05

a.m. 'p.m.
Allegan ............ 9 0:> 5 0:)
Hamilton ......... 9 37 5 32
Fillmore...........
9 47 | 5 40
Holland .........
10 05 [ 5 55

Room*

HOLLAND, HIGH.

Give Me a Trial.
My

is

i-p i

Office i In
hereby notify the public that I have removed
my factory to SeventhStreet,between River and
Market streets,where I will make the larj-estand
best 5 aud 10 cent Cigars ever offeredto the public.

h.m

3 05
3 20,

Homeopithlcc Medicinefurnished on application, Calls night or day will receive
prompt attention.

I

48

p.m.

It

Proprietor.

10 15

FROM HOLLAND TO ALLEGAN.
P.m

POSTMA,

t5

1 50 12 10 7 55 8 50
Ferrytfburg.......... 2 15 12 32
Grand Haven ....... 2 20 12 35 8 20 9 22
Holland ........
3 00 1 10 8 55

at

the best thing to cure swellings, burns,
or wounds. All druggists sell It at twenty-five cents a bottle.

All

II>

m.

Canada.

J.

ALBERTI, UNDERTAKER,
EIGHTH STREET, HOLLAND, MICH.

W. A. OAVETT, Ass. Gen. Pass. Agt.
W. A. CARPENTER. Truffle Manager.
F.O. CIIUKCHII.I, Station Atu-nt.

^(U’crtisnurnto.

N0W WE HAVE S0T

IT!

we think we have!
Got What? Why, a wonderful and
At least

timely book on a vital issue.
IT IS

CALLED

“THE LABOR MOVEMENT!”
And

’As the joint production of many of
the gallant and able "labor leader" of ihc
country, and the reco-ized authoritiesupon the topics connected with the difierent
Crackers.
branchesof industry, to-wlt: such men as Will Uke charge of nml manage Funeral?, will farnlah Heargn, Hack and Carrlagca;al#o keeps on
hand a large »nd very fine lot of (Jacketsand Cofflna. Kmbalining&oidpreserving of corpses
Nice fresh Crackers of every description McNeal, Powderly, George, Trevellick,
skilliully performed. Funerals in the country will be promptlyattendedto at tho
etc.,
elc,
EmbelMshed
wilh
numerous
same rate as those in the city.
can bo found at Pessink’s old stand, the
large and life-like portraits of the various
City Bakery.
champions of tho cause, including PowToboggan hoods and all kinds of knit derly, Trevellick, CongressmanTarsney,
Thos. Barry and many others. This book
goods
D. Bertsch. 43-3t.
is going to prove to be emphatically

JPST LOOK THESE OVER,

at

Candies, Nuts,

Shiloh’s VltallzerIs what you need for Conattpatlon, loss of appetite,dizziness and all symptoms of Dyspepsia. Price 10 and 75 centa per
bottle. For safe by Yates & Kane.
Croup, whooping cough and bronchitis immediately relieved by Shiloh a Cure.

The

THE LAST

WORD

net regret it.
Also many other styles of Hats
and Bonnets. A good assortment
of Fancy Feathers, Plumes, Tips,
Trimming Goods, Jand Winter Millinery generally. All direct from
New York; the latest styles and

Itcb, Prairie Mange, and Scratches of
every kind cured in 30 minutes by Wooldress (quickly),
ford’s Sanitary Lotion. Use no other.
fails. ‘ Sold by Kremere &
Bangs, Druggists, Holland,Mich. 6-ly

This never

“Everette."

The popular New York Ladies’
Hat for Winter. A full line in several materials and many rlyles of
trimming. Various prices. Unusually becoming and highly commended. Call and examine before
buying your Winter Hat. You’ll

upon all the importantand much-mooted
questions connected with the Great
Modern Movement! No statesman, no
knight of labor, no union workman, no
editor, lawyer, or minister— nay, no intelligent citizen of any sect, parly, color,
or persuasion whatsoever, can afford not
to own and read this great work!
1000 more active agents wanted to join
our great army, already in the field in
Michigan. For terms and territory adM. W. ELLSWORTH & CO.,
22 Lafayette Ave., Detroit, Mich.

P. 8.— We are also desirous of engaging
a few more good agents to sell our popuSeawell Sidney’s "Maid Marian.” The
lar works. The SuccesfulHousekeeper
(55,000 copies sold), and Green Fields and
literary autobiography is furnished by
Will you Buffer wlih Dyspepsiaand Liver Complaint? Shiloh's Vitalizeris guaranteedto core Whispering Woods (the most elegant gift
John Habberton, who writes with modesty yon.
book of the day). Address as above.

Eve.” A

Choice Selections
Original Contributions
X°pics °f the Tlmei
*• Xmc Oems
A Complete New Novel
’ SuperlativeMerit

‘iOO

Holland Cigar Factory, Physician and Surgeon.

Zeeland ..............9 54
11 42
Holland ..............10 05 1 15 11 50 5 55

Holland....
Fillmore. .
Hamilton .

Currents,
Citron, and Pigs, all at Pessink's.

Monthly Magazine,Mrs. Prances Hodgaon

vein, entitled,
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HOMEOPATHIC

Oranges, Lemons, Raisins,

teak.— Scientific American.

household of

OtS.

Pmgre*'

WETM0RE,

that, with a little practice,ordinary work-

men

* Jfotes

____ v

tifies: *T

,

Detection of Leaks in Water Mains,

Germany

———————

pleasing Short Stories
• InterestingMiscellany 25

made and

a kind

the gentle rubbing action.—

American.

Scientific

»

Hand

Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup should be kept
in every family. A slight ccugh, if unwhich has been dyed, are very often ex- checked, is often the forerunner of con
posed with sawdust in a revolving cask, sumption. One dose of this wonderful
medicine has rescued many from the
not only to remove any adhering particle
grave.
of color which may not have fixed on the

same

FOR—

Planing and Re-sawing

not altogethera new one, since dyed
skins, or rather skins the wool or fur ol

fiber, but to give at the

of

ished and completed.

mahogany or any other
suitable wood. By the employment of
this wood powder it is stated that an
economy is effectedof 25 to 27 per cent of
An intelligentperson when hurt will
the cleansing material employed, and it once procure a bottle of Salvation Oil
with sawdust of

is

all

kinds

“Then what the devil did you come

CleansingGarments.

pregnatedwith any

Limwm-uppiws-Lippiscom
Leads
other Masailnei
*
In Tales
Fiction A New Departure

tons of flowers, bunting, Chinese
J. B. LIPPINCOTT COMPANY
lanterns, etc., floors that were waxed
715 and 717 Market St„ Philadelphia
to perfection,electric lights, gas, wax
liglils, produced a brilliant ensemble,
and madame, in her Worth dress and
all her diamonds, was a chandelier.
Guests poured in. Jiml t’.io rooms
we 0 S>,on filled;but, in spite of all her
for all
precautions,the won o.i somewhat outChicago and West Michigan Railway.
After Forty yem*
numb( red the men, who grouped them•iperienoo in tb*
of buildings, finselves about the doers, and looked “Taking Effect Sunday, Hover, her 2-1, 1880.
preparationof mora
than One Hundred
blandly on at the row of girls in pink
Thonaand applicationsfor patents la
FROM
HOLLAND
TO
CHICAGO.
and girls in blue that lined the walls,
the United Nistes and Forefen countries. the publisher*of the Sclentilla
Ni't
TOWNS.
and the dancing, which was going on in
American continue to act ae solicitor!
Mail Exp. Exp. Mix.
-------.
for patents, caveat#, trade-niark«.oopjra feeble sort of a way. Madame saw
riithti,etc.,for the United Mates, and
a.m. p.m. ptm. a.m
that this would not do. She approached
to obtain patents in Canada.England. France,
Holland ............. 10 20 1 15 12 10 4 45
Germany,and all other oouniriee. Thelreiperithe gentlemen.
Grand Junction ..... 11 37 2 05 1 28 8 05
ence la unoqualed and their fioillUee are unsurpassed.
Hangor
...............
11 57 2 17 1 47 9 20
“Let me introduce you to Miss Blank,
Drawings and apsoifleatloni prepared aud filed
Benton Harbor ...... 1 25 3 00 3 It) 12 00
that pretty girl in green over there. New Buffalo ........
done on short uotlcc.
In the Patent Office on ehort notice. Terns very
2 25 4 00 4 45 3 00
reasonable. No charge for examination of modelil
She dances beautifully,” she said to Chicago ............. 5 15 6 40 *7 45
or drawings. Advice by mall free.
p.m. p.m. a.m. p.m
Patent#obtainedthrough MiinnAOo.arenoUoed
one of them.
in the SCIENTIFICATHBIIIC AN. which has
“Thanks, but I am not by way of
FROM CHICAGO TO HOLLAND.
the largest circulation and la the most Influential
Stairs,
Railing,
newspaper of its kind publithed in the world.
dancing to-night,”hj replied. “It is
a.m. p.m. Ptm. a.m.
Tho advantages of such a noticeevery patents*
900
9
10
3
55
so awfully hot.”
Doors, Blinds, Mouldings, understands.
New Tluffa'o........ 11 35 6 10 12 10 4 45
This large and splendidlyIllustrated newspaper
A second declinedher proposal to go
Is published WEKKLT at $3.00 a year, end to
12 30 7 00 1 25 7 50
admitted
to be the iwet paper devoted to science,
Brackets,
etc.
2 50 11 It)
and have an ice, on the ground that it Bangor ...............1 45
meohanica. Invention#,engineering works, and
Grand Junction ...... 2 05 8 07 3 12 12 25
other
department*
of industrialprogreas,pubwas “so awfully cold.” A third was Holland ........... 8 03 9 00
furnished.
liatied in any country. It containsthe names of
1 35 3 05
ell
patentee*
and
title
of every Inventionpatented
“not making any acquaintances,”and
p m. p.m a.m. p.m.
each week. Try it four months for one dollar.
would not be presented to any of the
Sold by all newedealera.
from Holland to grand rapids
If you have an invention to patent write to
ladies. A fourth had “seen the decoMall. Exp Exp. Exp. F'gt.
Munn A Oo., publishersof Scientific American,
Office and Shop on Riuer street,
rations upstaiis” and declined to budge.
___
A fifth “never ate anything after din- Holland ..............p. m p.m a.m. a.m. p.m. near the corner of Tenth street,
3 05 900 t4 45 10 a5
ner.” “They all began with one accord Zeeland ............. 3 13
6 17
JAS. HUNTLEY.
to make excuse," like the guests of the Grand Rapid? ........ 355 945 5 45 11 00 8 00
J. S.
Biblical feast, but madame, instead of
FROM GRAND RAPIDS TO HOLLAND.
Holland, May 27, 1883.
taking the same revenge, grew furiously
a. m. p.m. ptm. p.m.
angry, and, stamping her foot, cried: Grand Rapid? ....... 9 10 12 80 11 00 5 00
ies,

Mich,

don’t understandwhy windmills are

not in more general use

are

18!5.

19.

poems of Interest
—

!

BAUMOARTEL,

W.

AND—

15 lbs. Bran,

i

railroads,and with the elegantsldewheel steamers
ot the Detroit & Cleveland Sle-un Navigationcom
pany for Detroit,Cleveland and all points In the
east. Routhvost and smith. The boats ol this line
leave ht . I grace Monday andW'ednesdaymornings,
Thursday and Saturday nights. (1) With boat
lines for Sanlt Ste. Marie, CTiicago, Milwaukee
and all shore points. (2) With M. II. & O. railroad for Houghton, Hancock, Calumet, etc., and
points on Chicago & NorthwesternHal, way.
Standard-Centraltime. •Daily. {Daily, except Sunday. SDaily, except Saturday.
A.
K. W. ALLEN,
Gen’l Superintendent, Gen. I’ass. & Ticket Agt
_ Marqiiettc,
Marquette.Mich.

FIRST-CLASS TOILET WATER FOR SALE

WATSON,

That Wasted Power.

We

chestra of eighty picked men was
secured. A supper worthy of Soyer or
Vatel was ordered. An army of flunk-

-'•••a

,,

any time.

at

..

.

A Good Clean Shaye*

P. M.
9 00

L’vk]
fAUR.
• •St. fgnaccl..

50
16
35
43
52
59

you can get a

Stock and Hog Feed

11 00
be the hostess who “entertaineda dis11 31
tinguished company Inst night,” and
11 38
vescence commences.
figures perenniallyIn the papers. The
11 50
6
10
12
05 • Band River..
Test for Magnesia.—RoW the water to a
Twostars are parvenus,,who have made
7 00
12 40 ...Marquette2..
2 15
twentieth part of its weight, and then drop a great fortune, and set up a grand
Ann.] [L’vk
a few grains of neutral carbonate of am- establishment— in Greenland, say— and
t A. M.
7P.M. L’ve]
fAim
P. M.
P. M.
monia into a glass of it, and a few drops this done, madame sat before tire fort8 00 . 12 50 .. Marqjette
2 00
6 10
ress, Society, determined to bang her
8 35
1 40 . .Negaunee...
1 25
5 82
of phosphate of soda. If magnesia be
8
50
1 55 ..Ishpemlng.
banners on the outer wall, and fly her
12 58
5 20
10
O)
8
05
present, it will fall to the bottom.
...Republic.... 11 50
4 10
flag over the citadel. She was, if not a
10 00
3 10 ..Michcamme.. 11 50
74 10
Test for Iron.—
Boil a little nut gall lady, a cleverly veneered imitation of
4 10 ... L’Anve ....
10 40
5 30 ...Houghton...
9 20
and add to the water. If it turns gray or one; she had ambition and tact and
5 50 ... Hancock ...
9 01
brains, but, alas! a hot temper. Toslate, black iron is present. 2. Dissolve
0 35
.. Calumet ...
J8 15
ward the close of her second season, A. M. P. M. Aim.]
[L’vk
P. M.
a little prussiate of potash, and, if iron is
during which she had entertained like
.........
HI. .inf a, iu,,urpresent, it will turn blue.
a fairy princess, she determined to give r*vcs Marnnette 5:80 p. ni. : leaves Marquette7:00
Test for Lim.—\n\.o a glass of water put
a
m.,
arrives
St.
Ignnco
5:55
p.
m.
a grand ball. Hundreds of invitations
CoNSEcnoNB-U)via M. T. Co’s boats, with
were
tent
out
and
accepted.
An
ortwo drops of oxalic acid and blow upon it.
MIcIiIrhu Central ami Grand Kaplds & Indiana

drops of muriatic acid be added, an effer-

Low-Grade Flour
FOR-

TIKE TABLE.

WEST.

answer to
Conde Fallen’s article on "Newspaperism,” in the November number, Frank

tic sources.

Take

are still selling that

The only Direct Konte betweenthe East and South

Junius.Henrl Browne, in "'Newspapertertaining,and good-tempered

if,

We

autobiographical sketch of unique interest

ism Reviewed,” makes a very clever, en-

litmus paper dipped in vinegar, and

§M.

|ail

are very captivating. Another

satisfactoryprices.

,

Stamped Lineo Splashers

That Hacking Cough can be so quickly cured by
Shlloh’a Cure. We guaranteeit. For sale by
Tates & Kane.

at the
price of 20 cents each.

low

f;'.s<We carry the largest stock of
Cwkain the city. Call and examine our goods.

The “Everette.”

L.

&

8, ‘Van den

Berge & Co.

The day

possesses, (think, some points of interest."
I settled myself comfortably on my elbow,
Miso Mabel leaned back against the truuk
of a tree in a listeningattitude, and I com-

ipent, and flelda, new-shorn.
Are bright with fading sheen;
Like blossoms left behind the corn,
la

The maidens oome and clean :
Blue eyes and floatinglocks o! gold
Have caught you in their net ;
You smfle, and call me strange and cold—
You never know Arlotto.

menced;
“My grandfatherwas, when a young
man, employed by a firm ns their representative in India, and resided in Bombay
for nearly five years.
“When, at the end of that time, his summons home came, he wished, as u memeuio
•of bis sojonrn in Infiin, to take homo something rare and valuable, and, if possible,
unique.
“Of course ho had made the usual selection of curios and native productions, ns
presents for friends and relatives;but this
was to be something for himself—something to be kept in the family always, and

met herwhen this life of mine
Had turned from sweet to sour;
There was no sparkle in the wine,
No bloom upon the flower.
«I roamed away to bear alone
The stings of vain regret;
The grain was gone, the reapers flown,
When first I found Arlette.
/I

The glamor of the *Bunny South*
About her beauty lies ;
mellow cheek, a scarletmouth,
And dark, beseechingeyes ;
A daughterof tbe soil, as sweet
As summer buds dew-woc;
No taint of our town -b rod deceit
Has ever touchedArlette.

preserved as an heir-loom,like grandfather s snuff-box, or grandmother's slip-

CHAS. FRANCIS ADAMS.

He

Passes Peacefully Away,

After Suffering for Years
from Brain Trouble.

macy and Literature— A Use-

The Hon. Charles Francis Adams,

Sr.,

died at his residence in Boston on Sunday,
Nov.

21. Mr. Adams’ mental and

physical

I

;

Doctor was not only an old and valued
friend, bnt he was also the uncle and
guardian of a certainyonng lady whom I
admired.

marvelous history and its wonderful
qualities.It wife the property of my
grandfather’s grandfather.There is an

old, old legend current in India that the
first kiss given in love by a pure and
high-born maiden has a wondrous power
of changing whatever it may chance to fall
upon into something higher and better.
If it fall upon the lips of a lover, he becomes a better, purer man for the rest of
his days. If, perchance,it falls upon a
witheredflower, straightwaythat flower
blossoms into life again; if upon the commonest pebble of the roadside,that pebble
will become a precious gem. Now it
chanced that a certain princess, when
throwing a first kiss to her young lover,
accidentallykissed this stone, then a common pebble, which she held in her hand.
Straightway the stone became a gem
Through a series of incidentsthe metamorphosed pebble came into the possession of
my aucestor,the court physician, who had

(STRICT

AHORNEY BENTON
Official

Are Handicapped and the

Poorer Men Given an Unfair

A Letter from the Suspended Officer

Advantage,

ExplainingCertain
Matters.

;

THE STORY OF A

Players

ful Life.

powers had been declining for nearly a
“The subject cost him considerable re- decade. Until the very last, however,ho
With half her charms some girls might win flection,and he spent many hours in
A fashionable fame
was a quiet, dignifiedgentleman,who simsearching for the desired object, but in
How came she with her Southernskin,
vain.
ply took no interest in what was going on
And soft old Norman name?
yWe talked, I questioned, she replied,
“At last it occurred to him that an old about him. His intellectualcollapse was
Till I forgot my fret;
native merchant, a dealer in jewels and so completethat for fully two years he had
For bitterthoughts and angry pride
precious stones, whom he had more than
All fled before Arlette.
once served in a business way, might be been unable to identify any of his family,
How ends the tale ? To your surprise
able to help him. He knew be could count except, perhaps, his wife. Nothing roused
There Is no end to tell
upon the old man's doing anything that him except au occasional outburst of mer1 left no tears in those dark eyes,
lay in his power.
Although 1 loved them well
riment in his presence, when he would join
Her picture hangs within my brain
“Accordingly, he called upon him, and
Fresh and unsullied yet;
sympathetically
in the general laughter.
stated hie wishes.
No empty vows of mine shall pain
“The
old
Hindoo,
ns
my
grandfather
There
were
no
offensive
features of his inThe heart of true Arlette.
told the story, smoked in silencefor a full firmitywhatever, the outward effect beiug
minute before replying.
‘“My sou,’ he said, at length, ‘what you
desire is not easy to find.’
“ ‘It is not, indeed,’ replied my grandfather,‘as I very well know; I have tried to
find it, and failed.’
“Again the old merchant fell silent,
~*Good Words.
smoking reflectively, and apparently weighing somethingin his mind.
“Presently he rose, and going into an
RING.
inner recess of the shop, he brought forth
a^ small dingy case of brass-boundleather!
BY BERT BRYNE.
Tapping the lid impressively,he said, *My
eon,
this small case contains the rarest
One afternoon, last week, I went a short
distance ont of town, to visit my own and gem in India— perhaps in the world— not
my father's old friend, Dr. Hall. The on account of its size, but because of its

D

Managers Introdnce Many and SweepPresident ClevelandIssues an
ing Changes In the Laws of
Order Reinstating
thfi Diamond.
Him,
Good

His Public Services In Politics, Diplo-

pers.

But, when my harvest-fieldappears
As bare as it eau be,
She comes and finds some golden ears
Of life's good grain for me ;
My old belief in truth and trust
Bhe brings back, sometimes yet ;
You smile again:— ah. well, you must;
You never knew Arlette.

BASE-BALL RULES.

simply complete reticence.

No apprehensionof his immediate death
felt until the day preceding his demise, when Mr. Adams showed slight
symptoms of fever. A physician, who was
called at onoe, said his wasted strength
would not be able to resist the attack, mild
ns it was. Mr. Adams lingered some sixteen Lours, when his life left him as
quietly as a bren^i of air extinguishes a
candle flame. The end, when it came,

was

was

simply the flickering out of the last
spark of vital fire, which had been fading
away so gradually that the change from
day to-day was not perceptible.

Sketch of His Life.
Charles Francis Adams, grandson of
John Adams, second President, and son of
John Quincy Adams, sixth President of
the l nited States, was bom at Boston, August Ifcf, 1807. His father holding diplomatic positions in Europe, he spent most
of his first ten years abroad, retmniug to
America in 1817, when he entered Harvard
College, graduating in 1825. He was adjusted to the bar in 1838, but never engaged in practice,having previously married
the daughter of Peter C. Brooks, a wealthy
Boston merchant. Previous to 1848 he
had served ns a member of the Massachusetts Legislature for five years. In 1848
he was nominated by the newly organized
“free -soil” party for the Vice Presidency
of the L nited States. This party, composed mainly of Democrats who were opposed to the extension of slavery, cast but
few votes, but its members, finally coalescing with most of the Northern members
of the Whig party, formed the Bepublican
party, which came into power iu IStiO.
Meanwhile,in 1858, Mr. Adams was elect-

Radical changes in the playing rules
were made by the Joint-RulesCommittee
of the League and American base-ball organizations,at their meeting in Chicago
last week. Heretofore a batter could* call
for either a high or a low ball. The new
rule deprives the batsman of that privilege.
must, in the future, deliver
the ball over tho plate and between the
shoulder and knee of the batsman. If five
balls are sent wide o^he plate tho batter
will take his base on called balls. In
such an event the batter wiU be credited
with a base hit. Four strikes will be alJowed the batter, instead of three,
while, if the batter is hit by a ball
when at bat, he will be allowed to take
first base. Any motion of tbe head, feet,
or arm made by the pitcherwhile in the act
of deliveringthe ball shall, in the future,
be considered a balk. The choice of innlugs will next season be left with the home
captam. A batter is out on the fourth strike
under the new rule whether the ball is

The President has reinstatedM. E. Benton as Attorney for the Western District of

Missouri. Following is the correspond-

_

ence in the case:

^P^her

BENTON TO OAKLAND.

.
Neosho, Mo., Nov. 10.
Hon. A. H. Garland, Attorney General, Washington :

Dear Sir-Yout

letterof the 1st Inst., with in-

closurcs, apprising mo of the basis of

my

sus-

pension from tho oflloo of Attorneyof tho United
fctatos for tho Western District of Missouri, is
received. I desire to make a plain statement of
facts in relation to the list of appointments to
apoeches. The United States
riuVwi* l'°Urt fo,r tQe Basteru Division of the
district convened on the 0th day of September.

nSri

b?«n Vi01? With my
several days
Fr.lo.r
date
trifti
— t nroDuriuff
preparing cases for
afl8i8tttnt

r

District basinoss,except a few
pleas of guilty, was finished on tho 24th
trial.

The
dropped or passed by the catcher. The
question of having two umpires and a referee was brought up, but a majority of the
committee voted against the scheme, and it
Jrt uS
was dropped. A modification of the um- earnest solicitation of Messrs. F. Dockery!
or8anizationswas STfh8’ T^d ^".candidatesfor Congress
t‘Tvra lC|Ht,at€ Sentral “>:nmittoe
adopted. The pitchers box was shortened “3 with
v11 . the kn?wledge of Senators Cockrell
to five and a half feet, and the pitcher will
and yost, agreed to make some campaign
be required to keep his forward foot firmly r**0?' .A(tor so arranging them as to time
on the ground when about to deliver the
ball. His rear foot must be on the back line
of the box, and he will be allowed to take
but one step when delivering the ball. The were made on each side of my d.strict, so I
Kansas City once e^h
boll must be held in plain view of the nmnfRon
,! H?e ronttoobusiness of the
T?6 vP!wher. cannot’ 09 heretofore,
' nV8! “‘“I1 (W- M- Ku8h> was in the
deliver the ball to the batter after making offlcoallthe time I was away. Two of my apa feint to throw to first base, but must re- pointmeute werp made (Webb City and Harcoxie)

SS'rW.
V?*

sume bb position in his box. Only two
My position as a friend, and, in an inooachern will be permitted, and they shall fore Clark Orafort, United States Commissioner.
formal sense, a ward of the Doctor, gave
have the right to talk to base-runnere only, I Ailed my engagement to Saturday.October 16,
me a certain advantage over other men in
bor talking to a batsman the coacher will at Seneca. Monday, October 18, the District
isiting Miss Mabel Hall, and our interCourt for tho WeaternDixision began ita term
be reprimandedfor the first offense and be
course had grown to be somewhat confitojictmentaud informationwaa prepardential.
forced to give up his coaching and another ed. In ^naequenceof this the grand jury was
man put in his place on a repetiUon of the dismissed at noon of the third day! I had
The evening before I went out lo the
thought I would get through with the business
Doctor's I hod seen her at the house of a
of this short term in one week. I had two encommon friend, and she had then, to my
In scoring, when a batter is given his gagements to siieak during that week-one at
base on called balls, a hit is credited to St, Joseph,which I did not fill ; the other at
surprise and regret, expressed her intention of leaving home the next day on a
tfie batter, and an error given to the pitch- Kansas City I did fill at night after tho adjournmeat of court I found on Saturday,tho itki of
er m the summary only. All batting errors
•Yisit to some very distant relatives in
Scotland.
are charged in the summary, as ore earned
e1^;
I expresoed, in what I thought fitting
runs, two and three base hits, home runs,
“d *}<*
P^ner. Hon. Joseph
terms, my regret at her near departure,
donble plays, base on balls, hit by pitcher,
but there seemed to be a shade of coolness
passed balls, wild pitches,time of game
J
in her manner as she gave nro her hand in
and the name of the umpire. A pitcher appointments, beginning with Southwest City,
parting. I could not understandwhy there
will be given no credit for a strike-out. In on the 3Hh of October, and immediately rel
turned to Kansas City and announced that I was
should be any shadow of disagreementbethe place of total bases the record of stotween ns, especially at the rather tender it cut and set in a ring of a rare and quaint
len bases will be kept. Any attempt made w^Lfi<?Lfrla}the h°ur V10 TiitrictCourt docket
was called I remained in court attending to
moment of parting,and I could only ac- device, and of virgin gold. ‘And this,’ said
by a player to steal a base must lie credit- cases until I receivedthe President's lettersusthe
old
merchant,
opening
the
case,
‘is
the
count for it on one theory that seemed
ed, whether an error is made or not, if the
if?®- Aa to“? record as a public officer.
I am willingfor the department reports of mv
father an aodocions one, but yet gave me very ring.’
runner is successful in reaching a base.
success in trials, the court officers of tho Circuit
“My grandfather, Miss Mabel, as you ed a member of Congress.
and undefined feeling of hope— namely,
m Co.urt0' and those who had business
that she regarded my feeling toward her may imagine, eagerly examined tbe ring
Manager
of the St. Louis Brawns.
with the office to say. I relied on the following
In 1801 Mr. Adams was appointed bv
as of sufficient importance to cause her to which tbe opening of tbe case revealed.
clause
of
tho President’sletter of July 19 in
Chris Von der Ahe, the manager of the
President Lincoln Minister to Great Britmaking engagements to speak :
note, with some degree of sensitiveness, Tbe stone was not a large one, but of a
bt.
Louis
Browns,
is
one
of
the
best
known
ain, a post which he retaineduntil 1868,
“Individualinterest and activity in political
any apparentlack of warmth in my ex- singular and exquisite brilliance.He was
when he was recalled at his own request. and most popular base-ball men in the affairs are bv no means condemned. Officepressions of regret at her departure, or enchanted. He would have given a great
In 1871-2 he acted as arbitratorfor the wmntry. Under his management the holders are neither disfranchisednor forbidden
even to imagine such a lack, though none deal to be able to believe as implicitlyn»
Browns have been brought to a state of to exorcise political privileges, but their privil nited States in the commission to settle
existed. Cnt of course I could not be sure the old merchant evidentlydid the romantic the respectiveclaims of Great Britain and efficiency and skill rarely attained by a ball lege is not enlarged nor is their duty to party
Increased to pernicious activity by offlceholdof this, and we parted good friends,but, I historyof the jewel; but, even apart from
the United States growing out of the civil club. They have received more champion- ing.
feared, nothing more.
that, the ring was a treasure,and forthIf making politicalspeeches Is the cause of
wa*
the originatorsof the
Could she have planned this visit simply with he offered the old man his own price
my Buspenaion I can moke no defense, but if it
"Liberal Republican” movement in 1872,
is
inferred that I neglectedmy official duties by
with the view of seeing how much difference for it. Imagine his consternation when
but was defeated by Mr. Greeley in securw doing,1am not guilty, end ask fullserutiny
it might make to me? Or did sho simply the Hindoo shook his head gravely and
into the facte. I respectfully ask that this coming the Presidential nomination. He subnot care a rush what 1 might or might not said: *My son, this ring can never pass
munication be referredto the President, with
seqneutly joined the Democratic party, by
•offer by it? I meditated this nuestion from one to another for money. Should I
which he was nominated for Governor of
long and deeply as I rode ont to the Doctor’s sell it, its beauty would gradually fade
Massachusetts in 1876.
poiiticiUspeeches would be taken as a violation
place tbe next day, bnt could arrive at no away, and it would become a common
of the President s letter of July 19, 1886 Verv
Mr. Adams has furnishedmany coutriatisfactary conclusion; I had not data pebble again. Only as a free gift of love
ll. e. Button.
butions to the North American Review and
enough to go upon.
can the ring pass from one to another. Ah!
CLEVELAND TO BENTON.
My visit to the Doctor was partly a you smile, unbeliever.Ten years ago I, to the Christian Examiner, and in 1870
Hon. XI.
UiS8,0!'’ Nov- “•
friendlycall, partly a business oue, but of too, thought tbe story an idle fable; and, delivered before the New York Historical
Dear Bin-Yourletter of the 10th inst., adcourse I did not expect to see Miss Mabel pressed by poverty, I sold the ring to a Society nn able discourse on “American
dressed to the Attorney General, has been subNeutrality."Ho has published“The Life
at all. So I was considerably astonished, traveling merchant. Within a month he
mitted to me and carefullyconsidered. Its
and
Works
of
John
Adams,”
ten
volumes,
frank tone, and all I know of your character
on my way Ihrongh the grounds, to come brought it back to me, complaining that
convince me of the truth therein related touch'
suddenly upon .the young lady herself, the stone was not genuine— it had already and “The Life and Works of John Quincv
ing matters which led to your suspension from
seated on the banketf a small stream, with lost much of its brilliancy. I, sorry that .•dams,” thirteen volumes.
office. When I issued the warning tooffleoJohn Quincy Adams, the Democratic
a book in her lap, which *he made no prehad ever parted with the ring,
holders to which yon refer as an “order,* I ex^
tence of reading.
pocted to be much harassed by all manner of
gladly took it back, returning the man candidate for Governor of Massachusetts
iu
1871,
and
Charles
Francis
Adams,
Jr.,
loose
and frivolous tales,originatingin malice
She smiled at my start and exclamation his money. That,
say, was ten
or disappointment and deliberatedesign on
of surprise,and moved a little to make years ago, and the insulted stone has just who has long been identifiedwith railroad
the part of politicalenemies to annoy and emroom for me beside her. And my undefined regained its former power and beauty. No, development,are sous of Mr. Adams.
barrass, concerningindulgence by appointees
feeling of hope was considerably strength- it never can pass from me to thee for a
under the present administration in the
pernicious activity" in politic* against
ened bv findingher ihere, I confess.
price; but I am an old man, and childless,
which
warning was directed. I
UNCLE SAM’S NAVY.
“Well!" I ejaculated,as I threw myself mid thou hast freely served me as a friend,
hoped, however, that by careful consideration
down upon the ground beside Ber. “I and freely I give thee the ring, with an old
of the spirit as well as tho language of such
thought yon were, by this time, well on man’s prayers for whomsoever may wear it. What the Chief of the Bureau of Conwarning those in good faith intending to respect
it might not be in doubt as to its meaning, and
struct Ion ami Repair Says of It
year way to Scotland. Why are you Nay, I wish it. No oue in my own country
wonld themselves apply it to conditionsand
J
has any claim upon me; and 'perhaps in H
The Chief of the Naval Bureau of Concircumstances which it was impossiblefor me
Without answering my question,ahe new world the old ring may carrv with it
ship titles than have ever been held by any to specify. I did not intend to condemn the
slrucliou and Repair, in his annual report,
smilingly threatened
wilh a little an even greater blessingof love and happimaking of a political speech by a Federal ofother club, for they have won tho chamficial to his neighbors and friends, nor at any
j>flbbleshe had picked up from the stream- ness than it has here. Take it, my son, to the Secretary of the Navy, says that the
pionship of the world, the championship time aud place where it was merely incidental,
and bless thee!’
Lackawanna, Tennessee,and Shenandoah of tho American Association, and also th5 if tho speech itself was decent and fair, bnt I
“You haven’t answered my question, Miss
“My grandfather was overwhelmed. The are beyond repair, thus reduciug the num- of St. Louis and tho State of Missouri. do not think such official can enter as a busiMabel," I said, gazing entently into her value of the ring was greatlyenhanced in
ness a politicalcampaign, and, consentingto a
ber of serviceable vessels in the navy to Von der Ahe has been shrewd and discrim- long list of engagementsto address political
deep hazel eyes.
Lis eyes by the evident sincerity of the old
inating in the choice of his plavers,and meetings,widely separated and
of daily c
________
ocour“What question?"she replied, with a slow, merchant’saffectionfor him, and though, two first-rate, ten second-rate,twenty secured his prize man in many instances ronco, and fill such engagements
withoutnegbeautiful color rising iu her face and as in duty bound, he at first protested third-rate,and seven fourth- rate vessels,
lectiug
his
dutv,
if
he
holds
on
office
worth
where opposition was running high.
neck.
having, nor without taking with him in tho
against so valuable a gift, he finally ac- the latter class including two torpedo rams.
canvass his official power and influence. There“Why did you not proceed with vour cepted it in the spirit in which it was The Frankl n, Wabash, Minnesota, and
fore this course is condemned. The number of
INDIANA POLITICS.
- journey, as ananged?" I asked, still gazing offered— ns a free gift of love. And that,
New lork, all first-ratevessels, are set
speeches that can bo properly made can not
intently into her face. “Had you any Miss Mabel, is the strange and romantic
down as requiringextensive repairs,and The Straggle for tho Control of tho Legia- be specified, nor the time when, nor tho place
Nvhero, nor tho circnmBtancosin which they nro
reason for it, or did yon simply exercise historyof my grandfather'sdiamond ring. thirteenironclads require more or less relature— Prospectof a Big Rumpus.
proper, nor can their characterbe prescribed.
your prerogative as a woman, and— change What do yon think of i;?
pairs. In addition the naval list comprises
[Indianapolis special.]
But a correct lino of conduct can be determinyour mind?”
“I think it a very pretty story," sho anthirteen iron and twelve wooden sailing
The
struggle for the mastery in the in- ed on without difficulty. I believe in the right
“I hod a reason for not going,” Cghe swered, “and consideringthe narrator,
vessels used for receiving and transport coming Legislature goes merrily on. Mc- of a desire to heed the spirit of the admonition
answered, “hat— I don’t choose to tell you fairly well told. I only wish I could be- ships.
given by divorcing the oondnet of a citizen
Donald, of Jackson County, whose seat has from the use of official influencein a political
what it was, Curiosity."
lieve it. But what became of the ring
The new vessel?) completed, building, or been contestedby the Democracy on the campaign,illustrating at all times the truth
We were both silent for some moments, I
*
authorized to be built are summed up as
ground that he (McDonald) carried to the that official duty is paramountto partisan
busily engaged in putting this and that to“My grandfather placed it on my grand- follows : One (the Dolphin), complete;
service, maintaining the dignity of oflloc-holdelection and used 400 silver dollars,is in ing. avoiding any pretense of controlover tne
gether, and Miss Mabel amusing herself by- mother s finger the day she became his
too (the Boston aud Atlanta), armament the city. He says that the meat of the politicalaetkn of others by reason of official
idly picking up and tossing into the waters affiancedbride,” I answered. “She wore
incomplete; five (the Chicago and tho whole charge lie? in the fact that the ploce, and teaching the lesson to tho people
the small, white pebbles th#t lay on the it until she died, and on her deathbedgave
monitors), incomplete; five (the Baltimore,
Democracy has reigned in the district for that public positions are not bestowed or held
bank at her feet. Something in her action it to my father. It became, iu turn, mv
Charleston, and Newark, and two gun-’ thirty years, and their defeat at this crisis under a pledge of active partisan service. A
pr nt 'd list taken from a newspaperand subbrought back to my mind— ns such trival mother's engagement ring, and vhcu she
boats', under advisement;and four (an
has so enraged them that they are willing mitted to me oentains engagements to speak,
incidents often will— a whimsical story, died, two years ago. the ring came into my
armored
cruiser,a battle ship, a pneumatic to charge or do anything that promisesto made by your consent, daily for quite a long
heard from my father when a boy, and
J
dynamite boat, and a torpedo boat), not break the force of the Republican victory. period, and not infrequentlytwice a day, in
hardly thought of since. I thought I now
diflerent parts of the State of Missouri; and
I paused and glanced at the voting lady.
aw of a way to turn it to some account Her eyes were downcast, a soft color suf- yet designed. To this list can be added He says that the only bribery he knows I was led to believe that on many of
the Alert and the Ranger, four guns each1
days specifledtho court at which you
and ronsed myself to tell it.
fused her face, and her whole attitude the Monococy, paddle-wheelgunboat, six of was on the part of certain Democratic tho
county officers, who carried to one town- bad duties to perform was in session. Thia
“Miss Mabel," said I, carelessly,"those seemed to suggest, to a lover’s eves, that
ship a “swig" of whisky and $200 in money. seemed to me to presenta case of flagrant and
pebbles you are so absently Hinging away she was waiting for me to complete the gnus; Michigan, paddle-wheel gunboat,
defiant neglect of officialduty and propriety,
four guns; Alarm, one gun; Intrepid (yet
There will bo about twenty contested and even with the explanation given, your
— do you know what a curious thing might story in tho only way it could end for me.
to bo completed),gunboat, two -thirteen- seats, and many of the countiesin which course appears to be thoughtless, and at least
happen if yon were accidentally to kiss I took courage from her looks, and said,
subject to criticism.
inch guns. The remaiuder of the ironBut.....
the statementin your
one of them?"
as I took in mine the hand that lay in built vessels now iu the sendee consist of papers are tiled are boiling wilh excitement, lettor showing that youi did not pennit camcomwhich
in
duo
time
will
ho
transferred
to
“I suppose I might swallow it," she an- her lap, "Dear Mabel, of course I told
paign
engagements
to
interfere with the perthirteen
river
and
harbor
monitors
with
the Legislature.Chairman Henderson formance of official duty, your satisfactory disswered sarcastically. "That, however, the fantastic story of the ring with a
single screws rated as fourth-rates,which says to-day that the Republicanswill begin charge of such duty during your term, and a
would not be so carious os unpleasant."
purpose—can you not guess what my purbelief in tho truth of your allegation that yoa
“Oh. something much more curious than pose was? A long lino of noble women could not be got ready for service without the matinee by throwing out Meagher, honestly
supposed you might properlydo all
Democrat,of Vigo County, and added: that was actually done, have induced mo to rethat,” I answered, undaunted,“and not at have worn that ring as a pledge of love— of an expenditure of $200,000 under this bureau alone.
“
Then
the
meeting
will
be
open
and
preachall unpleasant. Thereby hangs a tale— life-longdevotion-willyon, dear Mabel,
scind the order suspending you from office, and
•hall I tell it, or do yon not enjoy fables?" 1)0 the last and loveliest to wear it, as such
Of tho second-rates the Trenton, Omaha, ing will begin.” He refused to unfold the to reinstate you to the same. Yours very truly,
Grover Cleveland.
aud Vandolia can probably be continued in Democratic policy,but it is au open secret
“Of course I do," sho replied, “else were u pledge from me?"
CLEVELAND TO GARLAND.
that
for
every
Democrat
of
the
lower
serviceten years longer, the Lancaster and
I no woman. Proceed, 0 fabulist, and if
ExecutiveMansion. Washington,Nov. 17.
J he princess diamond never shone with
I grow weary, I’ll ruthlessly cnt thee such beautifulluster, I am convinced, as it Brooklyn six years, and the Hartford, house unseated by the Republicans,who Bon. A. H. Garland,AttorneyGeneral :
8m— Having fully examined and considered
control that branch, a Republican will be
abort. ”
does now, upon my Mabel’s white hand. Richmond and Pensacolafive years.
the statements contained in the letter of
1 proceeded.
Of the third-ratesthe Michigan can ba fired out of the Senate Chamber. This Mscenas E. Benton which yon submitted to me
But my princess’ first kiss of love was not
continued in the service for ten years, the policy seems to be indorsed by the De- at the time of our consultationconcerning the
“1 used to think this story a very interiTa8!i°il1ou
stone— it warms a
mocracy thronghont the State. As the
esting oue, Miss Mabel,”! said; but that throbbing human heart, and will, until that Adams, Alliance, Essex, Enterprise, Tallamay have been because it was told me by a heart is stilled in death.
poosa, Yantic, and Nipsip for six years, Democrats have contested more seats than
master of the art of tale-telling. Howand the Juniata, Ossipee, Quinnebaug, tho other side, it is claimed they will have
somewhat the advantage. The outlook for be notified of his reinstatementto that office.
Swatara, Galena, Marion, Keorsarge, and
ever, whether well or ill-told, the story
Tiie scions of the times — babies
Iroquois five year- longer
a rumpus of large dimensions continues Yt»r r— eotfully yours,
favorable from every standpoint.
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Important.

SCIENTIFIC TRUTH
Regarding the Fanellons of on Im-

When yon

F

,y be kept in proper order, the blood pure,
thait health and long life may be your blessing.
H H. WABNER A CO.

portant Organ,

UNEMPLOYED WOMEN.

visit

or leave

How Wornem Differ from Men.

New York

City, save

Atleast three men on tho average jury aro
baggage, expreesage, and $3 carriage hire, and bound to disagree with the rest, jnat to show
top at the
Union Hotel, opposite that they’ve got minds of their own; but there
is no disagreementamong the women as to tho
Grand Central Depot
merits of Dr. Pierce’s “FavoritePrescription.*
< 613 rooms, fitted np at a cost of one million
They ar* all unanimous in pronouncing it the
dollars, fil and upwards per day. European best remedy in tho world for all those ebrouio
plan. Elevator. Restaurant suppliedwith the diseases, weaknesses and complaints peculiar
best. Home oars, stages, and elevatedrail- to their sex. It transforms the pale, haggard,
road to all depots. Familiescan live better for
dispirited woman into one of sparklinghealth,
less money at the
Union Hotel than at and the ringing laugh again "reignssupreme"
any other first-classnote! in the oitr.
in the happy household.

Grand

Of Which the Public Knows but Little,
What Can Be Done with Tliemf— Necessity
Worthy Careful Consideration.
of a Training School.
To Ihe Editor of the ScientificAmerican:
Gmnd
To
the
thoughtful
woman the quesWill you permit ue to make known to the
public the Jade toe have learned during the tion occurs again and again, “What
poet eight years, concerning disorders of the can be done with the purposeless,unSufferingfrom the “Jim-Jams.”
human Kidneys and the organs which diseased
trained women willing to work for
Kidneys so easily break downf You are conI have hod a large experienoe in
ducting a Scientific paper, and are unpreju- wages hut unable to spend time and treating gentlemen gofferingfrom the
diced except in favor 0/ Tbuth. It is needless money in a doubtful attempt to fit
effects of alcohol; in other words, “the
to say, no medical Journal of u Code* standing
themselves for a particular occupa- jim-jams.”The popular idea that all
would admit these facts, J'or very obvious
tion?” A women’s exchange is chiefly of these unfortunates“see snakes" is a
reasons,
a storehouse for undesirable articles, a
, K K WARNER & CO.,
mistake. I had ono patient,a man
Proprietorsof “ Warner's Safe Cure."
few of which are bought in pity. It is whom I never suspected of being in
a device of those who are earnestly
any way aesthetic,who lay on bis bed
That we may emphaeize and clearly explain seeking to help their fellow-women,
and struggled against a suffocating
the relation the kidney.* sustain to the general and not a natural outgrowth of the law
sense of a shower of beautiful fragrant
health, and how much is dependent upon
of supply and demand. Tho training
them, wo propose, metaphoricallyspeaking,to
ent-fiowers constantly pouring upon
take one irorn the human body, place in the school begihs at the foundation; it fits him from the blue sky, that in his dewash-bowl before us, and examine it for the a girl to hold her own, asking no favors.
lirium had taken the place of the
public benefit.
woman’s duty begins with the smoky ceiling of his little hotel bedYou will imagine that wo have before us a
•body shaped Ike a bean, smooth and glisten- women nearest to lier by ties of blood room. Another complained that for
and affection, and stretches out to days a brass-band had been concealed
ing, about four incites in length, two in width,
and one in thickness. It orainarily weighs in those accounted less fortunate than
near him, which played without cessathe adult male, about five ounces, but is someherself, but it does not end there.
tion some unpopular "popular air.”
what lighter in the female. A small organ?
jou say. But understand,the body of the av- There aro women far above her in the
A very obese lawyer, well known
erage size mau contains about ten quarts of scale of wealth, perhaps, who need a throughout the State, once capered
blood, of which evetT/ drop pastes through these wider outlook and broader sympathies ;
into my room and informed me that lie
filtersor sewers, as they may be called, many
who need to be drawn out of them- was a “bounding gazelle.” Ho acted
times a day as often as through the heart,
making a complete revolution in three minutes. selves and their exclusiveness; who more like a rhinoceros,and I gave him
From tne blood they separate the waste ma- need to be interested in the great busy, the third hypodermic before be quieted
terial,working away steadily night and day,
strugglingworld outside of their circle, down sufficiently to take the carriage
sleeping or waking, tirelessas the heart itself,
and to feel that upon them rests, in to a quiet retreat. For nearly four
and fully of as much vital importauco; removing impurities from sixty-live galloils
the responsibility of making it days I had a patient who would read
blood each hour, or about forty-ninebarrels bqttor and purer. In some ways they
books and converse rationally, except
each day, or 9,125 hogsheada year! What a are more restricted than the woman
at intervals be would lean on his elbow
wonder that the kidneys can last any length of
who sews for them. Tho wife of a and intentlywatch (and minutely detime under this prodigious strain, treated and
teamster,if she have the time, can take scribe to mo) the maneuversof a large
neglectedas they are?
Wo slice this delicate organ open lengthwise up any remunerative employment,and body of pigmy soldiers on his bed-room
with our knife, ami will roughly describe its her friends neither’ question nor repufloor. I have had them write chocks
interior.
the hundreds, and for large
We find it to bo of a reddish-brown color, diate her. The wife of a millionaire,
soft and easily torn; filled with hundreds of possessed of unlimited leisure, must be amounts; and I have had them declaim
littletubes, short and thread-like, starting idle. For “He also is idle who might
in long-forgottenLatin or Greek.
from the arteries, ending in a little tuft about be better employed. ” If she can enWhat they wanted was sleep. If I did
midway from tho outside opening into a cavity
of considerablesize, which is called the pel- dure the epithet of “peculiar”she may not succeed in giving it to them, they
vis, or, roughly speaking,a sac, which is for give her li:'e to the investigation and generallytook the long one in the dark
tho purpose of holding tho water to further improvement of tenement houses, or
house.— Dr. Golden, in Globe-Demoundergo purificationbefore it passes down devote herself to a particular line of
crat.
from hero into the ureters, and so on to tin
outside of the bodv. These little tube* arc study ; otherwise her work for her felThere aro a number of Mormon
low men and women will be confined
the filters which do their work automatically,
and tight here is where the disease of the kid- to charity balls and fashionable ba- missionaries in Turkey, but they aro
ney first begins.
zars. To*do aught which would bring not making any converts.The MorDoing tho vast amount of work which they
mons do better in Christianlands.
her
a return in money is not to be
are obliged to, from the slightest irregularity
in our habits, from cold, from high living, thought of for an instant. And from
Sick and bilious headache, and all dorangofrom stimulants, or a thousand and one other tho wife and daughter of the millionmeuis of stomach and bowels, cured by Dr.
causes which occur every day, they become
aire to the girl who starves behind a Pierce’s “Pellets”— or anti-biliousgranules.
somewhat weakened in their nerve force.
25 cents a via'. No cheap bozo* to allow waste
What is tho result? Congestionor stoppage counter rather than go into a comfortof virtues. By druggists.
of the current of blood in the small blood ves- able kitchen the same power is at work.
sels surrounding them, which become blocked;
Alas ! how weak we are. Women may
Where one “man wants but little hero
these delicate membranes are irritated; inflammationis set up, then pus is formed, say that all honest work is ennobling, below’’three others are within calling diswhich collects in the pelvis or sac; tho tubes and all voluntary idleness belittling, tance who want all.
are at first partially,and soon are totally,un- and that, in comparison with the woman
The prompt use of Ayer's Cherry Pectoral
able to do tneir work. Tho pelvic sac goes on who never lifts a finger to serve
will often preventserious lung troubles.
distending with this corrnption, pressing nnon
tho blood vessel*. Alt this time, remember, another, nor has a thought above her
Is it not strauge that the masculine
tho blood, which is enteringtho kidneys to be own adornment aud her social consingers do not start a bass bawl club?
filtered,is passing through this terrible,dis- quests, the woman who does the work
gusting pus, for it cannot take any other route!
of her kichen, if she do it well, is
Buckdcoham’s Dye for tho Whiskers is
titop and think of it for a moment Do you
worthy of all the honor; but the con- hasily epplied, and colors brown qr black.
realize tho importance,nay, the vital necessity, of having the kidney* in order? Can you viction has not yet become a part, of
Muddy streets are dangerous becansa
expect, when thoy.arodiseased or obstructed,
them.— Ella C. Lapham, in the
they are full of cart ridges.
no matter how little, that you can have pure
Forum.
Wood and escape diseased It would be just as
Sixtieth Year.
reasonableto expect, if a pest-housewere set
A Horrible Form
The Youth'sCompanion celebrates this year
across Broadway and countless thonsands
were compelled to go through its pestilential Of malarial (Unease is dumb ague. Constant its sixtieth aunivoruary. It might well bo
named tho u Universal Companion,* sinoe its
doors, an escape from contagion and disease,

A

It is said that a green turtle can live six

weeks without food. The turtle seems

Human

blood takes up and deposit* this poison as it
sweeps along into every organ, into every
inch of muscle, tissue, flesh and bone, from
your head to your feel And whenever, from
hereditary influoncoor otherwise, some part
of tho body is weaker than another, a countless train of diseases is established, such as
consumption,in weak lungs; dyspepsia, where
there is a delicate stomach; nervousuoss,in-

woman

so
woman,

from theso suppurating, pus-laden kidneys,
conscious of loveliness,conwhich hero in our wash-bowl aro very putrefaction itself, and which should have boon vinced that the gods have appointed
her a trustee of beauty for the delectacured first.
But this is not all tho kidneys have to do; tion of the sterner sex and the discomfor you must romember that each adult takes
fort of her fellow-women, has a keen
about seven pounds of nourishmentevery
twenty-fourhours to supply tho waste of tho perception of the environmentsmost
body which is constantlygoing on, a waste favorable to her beauty, she certainly
equal to tho quantity taken. This, too, the will not hesitate to seek tho saddle as
kidneys have to separate from tho blood with
her throne, and the soft, warm, meltall other decomposing matter.
But you say, feMy kidneys aro all right I ing landscapefor a background. As
have no pain in tho bade” Mistaken man! the glove fits so must the habit. Then,
People die of kidney disease of so bad a char- well mounted, with a free rein in a firm
acter that the organs aro rotten, and yet they
bridle hand, she is off with a dash.
have never there had a pain nor an ache!
Why? Because the disease begins, as wo Good! The color comes, the eyes
have shown in tho interior of the kidney, sparkle, and the tresses would prove
where there are few nerves of feeling to con- truant to the comb. And this is the
vey the sensationof pain. Why this is so wo
sunlight.Here ninety per cent, is to
inav never know;.
When you consider their groat work, the be attributed to nature and ten per
delicacy of their structure,the ease with cent to the artistic tailor. Get away
which they are deranged,can you wonder at from half lights and dreary five o’clock
the ill-healthof our men and women? Health
and long life cannot be expected when so vital teas. Mount and be off. Dash around
an organ is impaired. No wonder some the park in pursuit of happiness.Into
writers say we are degenerating. Don’t yon the saddle, young maids and matrons.
soe the great, tho extreme importance of Yon will then rival the stars, to be folkeeping this machineryin working order?
Could the finest engine* do even a iractional lowed in yonr course by the eyes of
part of this work without attentionfrom the honest admiration.— Ctncmnaft Comengineer? Don’t yon see how dangerous this mercial-Qazetle.
hidden disease is? It is larkingaboat ns constantly, without giving any indicationof its
Mr. J. Howard James, manager Stackprosonoa
Tho most skillful physicianscan not detect ert’s Livery, 619 N. 5th street, Philadelit at times, for the kidneys themselves can not be phia, Pa., says: After trying all other remexamined by any means which we have at onr edies without relief, for a heavy cold on the
command. Even an analysis of the water, chest, accompanied by a severe cough, I
chemicallyand microacoplcslly, reveals nothused Red Star Congh Cure, and in a very
ing definitein many oases, even when the kidneys are fairly broken down.
Then look out for them, as disease, no matter where situated, to 93 per cent, as shown
for after-death examinations,has its origin in
the breaking down of these secreting tube* in
mneys.
the interior of the kidneys.
th, as yon desire long life
As you value health,
suffering, givetheie
free from sickness and
an
organs some attention.
don. Keep them in good
condition, and thus prevent (as is easily done)
all

disease.

Warner’s Safe Cure, as it becomes year after
year better known for its wonderful cures and
Its power over the kidneys, has done aud is
doing more to increase the averagedurationof
life than all the obveidansand medicines
known. Warner’s Safe Cure is a true specific,
mild but cortaio, harmless but energeticand
agreeable to the taste.
^Take it when sick as a cure, and never let a

short time was entirely well.

St. Jacobs Oil is pronounced a most
extraordinarycure for rheumatism by Hon.
James Harlan, ox-Vice Chancellor, Louis-

.

___

nr The genuinehas above trade maiOk and
crossed red lines on wrapper. Take no other.
Mk4, mIt hr BROWS (1IIIICALCO- RILTHOtl.Ik

SsriSSXKKffi
Catarrh Can be Cured
Thousandswho have been troubled with that
disagreeableflow from tbo nose, offensivs breath,
pain over and between the oyea, ringingand bursting noises in the oirs, and other disagreeable
symptoms of catarrh, have been entirely cured by
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, tho best blood-purifyingmodidno. It expels every taint of impurity from the
blood,vitalizes ami enrichesit, and also improves
tho general health. If you Bufferfrom catarrh,
try Hood's Sarsai arilla.
have been troubled with catarrhabout a year,
causing great soreness of tho bronchialtubes and
terriblelicadache. I saw the advertisement of
Hood’s Sarsaparilla
as a cure for catarrh, and after
taking only ono bottle I am much better. My
catarrh is cured, my throat is entirely well, and
my headache has all disappeared.- R.UinnoNs,
Hamilton, ButlerOo.. O.
“Hood'sSarsaparillahas helped me more for
catarrh and impure blood than anything else I
ever used." A. Ball, Syracuse,N. Y.
*1

Wanted doodjan

energeticworker 1 business In bis srotton. Salary
S7U. References,Am-MT’* House. H Barclayit, N.Y.

Mason HHamlin
UNRIVALED
ORGAN8
PAYMENT
M.**

On the F.ASY
per month up.

system, front
100 styles, $22 to $1)00. Bend for
alogue with (dll particulars, mailed free.

Constructed on tho new method of stringing, on stme
liar terms. Bend for descriptive
Catalogue.

MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN AND PIANO CO.
Boston, New VorlL, OJiloago.
No Rope to Cut Off Hones’
Celebrated ‘lyCLlPSli*

•

_

Doses One Dollar
Cures and Prevent!

I

—

k

RAD WAV'S

READY
RELIEF

a

Bronchitis,

That instantly stops the most excruciatingpains,allays Infiammition and cures Congestions,whether of
tbe Lungs, Stomach, Bowels, or other glands or organs, by one application.
No matter how violent or excruciatingthe pain the
Rheumatic,Bedridden. Infirm, Crippled, Nervous,
Neuralgic,or prostratedwith dlaaaaeamay auffer,

RADWAY’S READY RELIEF
will afford instant ease.
Thirty to sixty drops in half tumbler of water will
in a few minutes euro Cramps, Spasms. Hour Stomach, Nausea, Vomiting, Palpitation
of the Heart, Maisria, Chills and Fever, Fsintness, Heartburn. Sick

Headache, Diarrhea, Dysentery, Colic,Wind in tha
Bowels and all InternalPains.
Fifty Cents per Dottle. Bold by Druggists.

••ROUGH ON D1KT."
Ask for “Rough on Dirt." A perfect washing
powder found at last! A harmless, extra fine,
A 1 article,pure and clean : sweetens, freshens,
bleaches,and whitens without tho slightest injurv to finestfabrics. Unequaled for lino linens
and laces,general household, kitchen, and laundry use. Softens water ; saves labor and soap.
5c, 10c, 25c. At drucg.sts or grocers.

preparationof beef containingit* entire nutritiousproperties. It containsblood-making,

offered. NO

DBOUTHS

off

Full Partloulsre.
with good Map,

COLBY,

Laid Cod. WIl Central R. R., lilnmkee, III,

only one in the world
•continuousKttetrie d
ef. Bclontlflc,Powerful,
rcomrortsble and Effective.Avoid fraud*
OverlMKM) cured, Bend St" mp forpomrhtst.
_ A 1.04) ELECTRIC IIEI.T8 FOR DiBEAHEB.
Dl HORNE, inventor, 101 Wabash ave. Ghicaqo.

^9863^

H
Mk

The BUYK1UP GUIDE la
issued Sept, and March,
each

year.

31S pages,

inches, with

8

3,500

over

illustrations— m
Picture Gallery.

whole
GIVES Wholesale Prise*
direct to consumers on all foods fbv
personal or fkmily use. Tells how ta
aider, and fives exact east off everything you use, eat, drink, wear, or
have fun with. These INVALUABLE
BOOKS contain information f leaned
from the markets off the world.
will mail a copy FREE to any address upon receipt off 10 els. lo defray
expense off maillnf . Let us hear from

Wo

Respcctfhlly,

MONTGOMERY WARD

A CO.

i'Hti

AUA.UH >.N vA).,
bidi 'nv

Paio it Ho icitor*Mnncio,

OPIUM

Morphine Habit Cured ! 10
to 20 days* Ko pay till curedDr. J. Stephens, Lebanon, Ohio.

every

In

introduceour System into every Building, School,Bedroom nml- fficfl. Liberal commissions.
Address,(or details,D.V. Co.. 187 Dearborn Bt., Chicago.
to

HTU1>Y.

IMIIC
Book-keeping,Business
nwinb Forms. Penmanship,Arithmetic. Bhortby mail. Circulars free.
hand, etc.,thoroughly tau bitt by
EBB. Baffelo. N. Y.
OF BUS1NEB

nUmC

COLLEGE

All

HA C IM sufferingtrom Ncrvuix i> ib'.UIwlEaJw ty, YltU Weakuns*. WjUin Ailments, from any iyiww,smd f * pirtiruhnan l nl-

Have been heartily enjoyed by the citizens 0!

(

vice tor self home euro. Dr.,

nearly every town and city in the United Btote*
I RemiMrt.Foru.lmL Marvelous(hires have been performed,end wit.
nessed by thousands of people, who can testify to
B. fc A. P LACKT. Patent
TUE WONDEBFULHEALING FOWEB Ot

B.
Attorneys,

PATENTS
...
- - —
FUKK.
to

.

Washington, D.C.
Instructionsand opinions

•_--

u

Menbman’bPeptonized Beef Tonic, the only

m

menu

S27 dc 829 Wabash Avsaae, Chicago, Ufa

JA1AMONB trull alor.—knAgent Wanted
Small granules, small dose, big results,pleasant in operation, don't disturb the stomach, ‘ioc.

500'000 A c R c *
of Choice Hardwood Farm*
Ing Lands for Bale it K.OO an acre
on long time. EXTRAORDINARYindues-

you,

A CO., N. Y.,

Proprietorsof Radwa^jsSanapsrillian Resolvent and

A/ County

NORTHERN

Wisconsin.

Asthma,

PAIN REMEDY

"BUCHU-PAIBA."

••BOUGH ON BILE" FILLS.

1

IN

Neuralgia,

quicker than any known rsmody. It was the first
and is the only

DiTFUT FOR MALE.

[

A
5

Uan HM

FREE. Address C. L.

Frostbites,
Chilblains,

WAY

flU
Hn ®
I

|

Headache,
Toothache,
Rheumatism,

*

rAlklll

PAPER

CYCLONES !

Catarrh.

J

J.C.LlGUTHOUSEjRocheaterJT.Y,
MENTION THU
wsms. TC

rn M n
* So™Coughs,
M
M^BI
Throat,
Hoarseness,
Stiff Neck,

DIL RAD

BUIDLE Combined, con.^

not be Slipped by any bores..Sampls
Halter to sny part of U. B. free, 01
receipt of $1- BoMbyallSadulery,
Hardware and Harness Dealer*/
Specialdiscount to the Trade,
for PrleeJJkt.

Colds,

EAtVftWy

Manet.

I1ALXKB

and

Sold by all druggist*. $1; six for $3. Prepared
by O. I. HOOD k COH Apothecaries,Lowell,Mass.

100

Oar

UPRIGHT PIANOS.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

Quick, complete cure, all annoying kidney,
bladder, and urinary diseases. $1. At druggists.

nstenUbllity

DO YOU

Ai~17

EXJOY

years* expe rience.

reading a

FIltHT-

CLABrt
MTOliV
|K .......
ww. « PAPER Y
If so. subscribe for TIlK CHICAGO
oulv 9 1 .->0 per year. Your Poatmaator is agent for
it and will receive your subscription.

LEDGER,

Hamlin’s Wizard

Oil.

HAS HO EQUAL FOE THE CUtE 07
RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA,TOOTHACHE, EARACHR,
HEADACHE, CATARRH, CROUP. SORE THROAT,
XT

FACE, HANDS, FEET,

debility; also in all enfeebled conditions,
and all their imperfections, includingFawhether tho work of exhaustion, nervous proscial Development.IlalranuScalp, Superflu cus Hair. Dlrtn Marks, Moles, Warts,
tration, overwork, or acute disease, particuMoth. Freckles, Red None, Acne, Black
larly if resulting from pulmonary complaints.
Heads. Scars, Pitting and thetr treatment
Caswell, Hazard A Co., proprietors, New York.
wrvvrn / 'wnsflend l^c. for book of M pages, 4th edition.
Ur. J. It Wnrfbsry, C7 N. Pearl bt, Albany,N.Y.,Ksfb’d 1870b
Hold by
.

druggist*.

“Rodoh on

Bats" clears out rata,

mloo, 15o.

“Rough on Corns "—hard or soft coma. 15a
"Rough on Toothache.* Instant relief. 15a
“Rough on Dentist" Tooth Powder, lOo.

OLD SOLDIERSrr.r.^'i

and KXI’EltIKNUKM for each issue of TH!
THE
L'HIUABO LEDGER. One whole uagi
ice 1* d«
voted to War Hketches every week, and the;
ey are si
true to life. Read them. You cannot fail to sppre-

date them, for they are furnished by ••JOHNS Vw
and......
give Interestingexperiencesin
tnd‘-YANK,”
______
nd Confederate armies. Bend two letter
the Union and
at-mpa for s sample copyot
con; of tho Lest Family Story
$1.50 per Viear. Address
Paper in the West. Only
Oi
L'lllUAGO
Kit. Chicago, III.
..

Wide awake 3

or 4 hours every night, coughing.— Got immediate relief and sound rest by
using “Rough on Coughs" Troches,1U cents.

LEDGE

,

OurSongBook mailed

Adflrets WIZARD OIL

free to

1

COMPANY, CHICAGO.

RUPTURE
Have you heard of the astounding reductionfor Dr.

A. Bhkbman’sfamous Home Traitment. the only
known guarantee,comfort and cure without opera-

J.

tion or hindrance from labor?
Porfect retention night tod dev

No stool or iron Lauda.
: no chafing;suitedto
oil ages. Now 810 only. Bend lor circular of measurements. instructionsand proofs. Get enred at
home and lie

happy.

_

om<-4v-?f»4 lerondway. 7V*»w

York.

The

mother’s favorite cough medicine tor
the children and adults is ‘Rough on Coughs*
Troches, 10c. Liquid, ‘2-->c.

SLICKER’S*

LIFE F11E8KHVEU.
you are losing your grip on life, try “Wells'
Health Keuewer." Goes direct to weak spots.
It

Best, easiest lo use, and cheapest.Plso's
for Catarrh. By druggists. 60a

Remedy

fISH

Non* gmalM unln. Don't watte your money on arum or rubbercost Tbe FIB Q BRAND flUCXFB
«Uiu|m4with th. abovt Utbwlqielv«rfl«rendirfivf raoor.snd will keep you dry in the hsrds.t storm
T1U!>1 WiSg.
Aik fur the'"FISH BRAND'’ tuenu ami take no other. If yourstorelweperdoet
' .rend fordetcrlf>tlTec*te1o«ueto
A J. TOWKU, V) Plmmon. St , Boston. Man,

Cured. Treatment sent on truu.
"DON'T PAY ABI&PRICEI" OPIUM Habit
Humane Remedy Co., La Fayette.Ind.
Pays for a Yiur's subscrip65 Cents tion to the Weekly American UfE WANT YOU! 5“TrrSES

Htatcs

:

Univomal History of All Nitions; Popular

History Civil War (both Hides).
Any o!»x book and mper, one year, afi post paid,
for $1.15 only. Paper alone. 55c, if eubscrihed before
tlietet of March. Hstlsf. ction guars
Sfdeed on boots
end
dr money
refunded.Reference.Hon. O.
____ Weekly,
________
evrefu
R. Pabsoms, Mayor Rochester.Karnple papers. 2a

.......

_

lUafoCt

RITUAL HOME OO- Ltd*
year I Hocnuraa,N.Y

Without Premium, Odea

ville, Ky.

For Intermittent- Fevers, Lassltnis,
off Enargyj.eta,it has no equal

An odo to a goat may be called a nannyversary.

“Where, does she put her liver,"
jut mlasked Hiram Powers, as he gazed upon Rural Homo, Rochester, N. V., without nremiurn— “the Cheapest and Best Weekly in the World.*
the slender, wasp-waistedwoman of 8 pages.48 columns, 10 yean old. For One Dollar
70a have otfe choice from over 151 differentClothfashion, and in the Herald of Health, Bolind Dollar Volumes,300 to 000 pp, and psper
resr, post-paid. Rook postage. 15c Extra. W.uOO
Dr. M. A. Allen has tried to answer one
books given sway. Among them are: LawWitbont
this question, showing how when crowdLawyers; Family Cy.-lopldis ; Farm Cyclopedia}
Fanners' and Btorkbrecders’Guide ; Common Sens*
ed out of its own place it infringes the
space of the digestive and breathing
organs and impedes all vital functions.
—Dr. Foote?* Health Monthly.

,

Lack

readersaro found in 400, UUU families. It is so
ceeded by a consuming heat, and that by an ex- wisely editol that it* pages are as interesting
to adult* as to tho young people. Besides tho
hausting sweat A sensation as of numbness
best short and serial stories it containsa great
from cold, but no shaking, attends it. Hostet- variety of popular and useful informationon
natural history,science, homo arts, games,
ler's Stomach Bitters invariablyeradicatesit,
and sports, and is fully illustrated.It cost*
though it is the most obstinate form of miasma- but #1.75 a year, and a subscriptionsent now
bom disease. To conquer it with quinine is as is credited to January, 1888.
impossibleas to battle down Gibraltar with a
How to Make Money.
howitzer. Malarial disorders of every kind are
No matter in what part you aro located, you
attendedwith derangement of the liver, a fact
should write to Hallett & Co., Portland, Maine,
•vinced by the saffron tint which tho skin asand receive, free, informationabout work you
sumes in such disomos.For this symptom,as
can do and live at home, at a profit of from
well as for its cause, tho Bitters is a certain
$5 to $25 and upwards daily. Home have
remedy. Constipation, dyspepsia, rheumatism, made over $5.1 in a day. All is new. Capital
not needed; Hallett A Co. will start you.
and inactivity of the kidneys and bladder, are
Either sex; all age*. Those who commence at
also relieved by this fine alterative.
once will make sure of snug Utile fortune*.
Write and boo for yourselves.
The Nee l of Out-of-Door Life.

What

i

edy for Bronchitis, Coughs, and other troubles of the Throat and Lungs. Hold only in
boxes. Price 25 cents.

drowsiness,Bleep interrupted by a chill, suc-

sanity, paralysis, or heart disease in those who
have weak nerves.
The heart must soon feel the effectsof the
poison, as it requires pure blood to keej) it in
right action. It increases its stroke in number
and force to compensate for tho natural stimulus wanting,in its endeavor to crowd the impure blood through this obstruction, causing
uaiu, palpitation, or an out-of-broath
feeling.
Unnatural as this forced labor is, tho heart
these young
need is
must soou falter, becoming weaker and weaker, until ono day it suddenly stops, and death out-of-doorlife. Not exercise in the
from apparent “heart disease” is' tho verdict
“gym," but tennis, croquet, rowing,
Bi^dio medical profession, learned and dig- horse-back riding, all in light-weight
nified, call these diseases by high-sonnding
names, treat them alone, and patients die, for clothes and with loosened corset strings.
the arteries arc carrying slow death to the Nowhere, writes an enthusiast, is beauaffected part, constantlyadding fuel brought ty
perfect as in the saddle. If

1

stimulates the appetite,aids the assimilation
of food, relievesHeartburnand Belching, oofi
strengthens tho muscles .and nerves.

‘

tho

*

BEST TONIC.

Thli medicine,combining Iren with pai*
vegetable tonics, quickly and completely
Cures Dyspepsia.Indigestion, Weak*
nets, Impure Blood, Halaiia,Chtlln
and Fevers, and Neuralgia.
It is an unfailing remedy for Diseases of tha
Kidney and Livers.
It is invaluablefor Diseasespeculiar to
Wonxen, and all who lead sedentary lives.
1 does not
n lure the teeth cause besdache,ot
produceconstipation— ofAer Iron medicines da.
It enriches aud purifies the blood,

Valuable and Convenient — Brown’s
Bronchial Troches are a safe and sure rem-

__

Now, what is tho result? Why, that

THE §

Talk is cheap— except you employ a
stenographer.— NomcnuJle Journal.

by

eased kidney.

Calves.

An exchange says:— “Nine-tenthsof the unhappy marriages result from human calves,
being allowed to run at largo in society pastures.” Nine-tenthsof the chronic or lingering diseases of to-day originatein impure
blood, liver complaintor biliousness, resulting
in scrofula, consumption (which is but scrofula
of tbe lungs), sores, ulcers, skin diseases and
kindred affect ons. Dr. Pierce’s “Golden Medical Discovery”cures all these. Of druggists.

of

as for ono to expect the blood to escape po lution when constantly running through a dis-

to

be the editor of the brute creation.

i-.- .....

.
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huge commlnlonon uaJes If profenwi Goods staple.

UK*
when

in

u.Mom.
Beet,

Chicago, will find it on

LORD

AEKlSTML

KIDDER'S P*8THlE8rr^
mall Btew'USO*
PWs

advertisers
on advertisingspace

S

nod hand* and lips, and cold sore*. Price w cemv
druggist'sor mailed by WMB. MFG.Co., Cleveland,0.

&

file
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THOMAS.

IF"SWX,,N|,,i"Wi1,|i,,,W^5otre
flnmntecd
I " J I 1 ® JB B I I * 1 Vl? 1,r- ]L Mayor.
I ftl'l hI Ml* I
Arrh Ht. Phils.,

b!

Remedy fbr Catarrh U the
Easiest to Use, and Cheapest.

CATARRH

J-

.4mhMdlB-BktoK4hJ«JPa.Kaee
at one#-.No

operationorbtis'ncM dday;thouiandscured. Consul t-iti on free. At BlandishHonse, DctroiLMirh™ 1 to 7,
4 Commereiol Hotel. Chicago,8 to last of each month.
MENTION THIS PAYEE ware wames ss asvssnsie*

C.N.O.

No. 48-440

^yiiKN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS*
in tbk paper.ny 7°M
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Cbaroli Item* with the Service* for

THE FINEST

To-morrow.
First Reformed Church-Servicesat
9:30 a. m. and 2 p. m. Sunday School
3:80. Weekly prayer meeting with the
Third Reformed Church, on Thursday at

Boots

J

-THE-

and Styes

-

AT

7:30.

-

“NEWS”

Hope Reformed

Church— Services at
m. and 7:30 p. m. Sunday school

10:30 a.
at 12 m.

Rev.

Young

CASTORIA

People’s meeting at 6:80.

Thomas Walker Jones, Pastor.

Subjects: Morning, “Labors of love rewarded;” Evening, “Expectationsof the
wicked perishing.” Congregationalsing-

ing. Opening anthems by the

E. HEROLD'S
-

choir.

Weekly praise and prater meeting Thursday at 7:30 p. m. All are welcome.
Third Reformed Church— Rev. D.
Broek, Pastor. Services at 9:80 a. m. and
2 p. m. Sunday School at 3:45 p. m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7 :30.
Tbeol. Student Gerhard De Jonge will
conduct the services.

and Children.

for Infants

“Castorla Is so well adapted to children that
recommend it aa superior to any prescription
known to me." a A. Abcotr, m. D.,
Ill

So. Oxford Si, Brooklyn, N. Y.

m.

at 7 p.

at7:30p. m.
evening at

7

:80

Teachers meeting Friday
Prayer-meeting Thursday
p.m. All the seats are free.

Subjects: Morning. "Death
Evening, “God our Refuge.”

to

sin.”

for

Job

have the Celebrated

GRAY

BROS.’

Ladies. Call and

SHOE

-OF-

Repairing promptly and
neatly done.

Have on baud their Fall and Winter
Block of

NO.

Dress Goods,

46,

EIGHTH STREET.
E. HEROLD.

Holland, Mich., Oct.

Grace EpiscopalChurch— Rev. George
B. Ayres, Rector. Divine Service every
alternateSunday, 1st, 3rd and 5th. MornWoolen Blankets, Comforters,
ing Service at 10.30; Evening Service at
7.80; Sunday School at 12
Holy
Communion at 10.30 a. m., and Children’s
Service at 3.15 p. m. on the first Sunday
of each month/ All are Invited to attend. LADIES' & GENTS’ UNDERWEAR.

FLANNELS,

20,

ALL DESCRIPTIONS

1886.

^3.00

m.

-ON THE

out for

-

[),

Buys One Dozen

Look

Printing

see them.

fan Patten k Sods

Strangers especially welcome. “O Worship the Lord in the Beauty of Holiness,”
Pa. 96-9.

doing

in the city, always on band.

Holland Christian Ref. Cnurcb.— Rev.
E. Van Der Vries, Pastor. Services at
9:80 a. m. 2.00 and 7 p. m.

and

la-

$3l SHOE

BEST

Cbktaub Compant, 182 Pulton Street, N. T.

I

G.

supplied with every
cility for

First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
Services at 9:30 a. m., and 2:00 p. m. Sunday School at 3:45.

Methodist EpiscopalChurch-Rev. H. D
Jordan, Pastor. Services at 10:30 a. m.
and 7:80 p. m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Class-meeting at close of morning service,

-

dl-

Without hajurious

Tm

AT

Honest Prices! Are

Castorla cures Colic, Constipation,
Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea, Eructation,
Kills Worms, gives sleep, and promotes

I

JOB ROOMS

Honest Goods

Kremers

Yarns, Hosiery, Fur Caps,
Without a peer for distemper,loss of
and general debility is Day’s
Horse Powder.

& Bangs' new Ad.

Flannel Dress Shirts,

appetite,

It conquers colic at once, Dr. Bull’s
Baby Syrup. It is safe and sure. Try it.

--

Price only 25 cents.

AIT ITOTJ

Whether it comes from indigestion or
3?
nervousness,Dr. Bull’s .Baltimore Pills
always relieve and cure headache.Try To examine our stock and compare prices
them. Price 25 cents.
before purchasingelsewhere.
Thyme less sweet than Drexel’s Bell
Cologne.

VAN PUTTEN &

Excitement in Texas.

Printing in the Holland Language

Jackson’s Gallery,

It will positively

G.

AT-

103 Monroe

also done.

Grand Rapids,

St,

EQUAL TO THE BEST MADE

IN

is

THE CITY.

SPECIAL RATES TO CEDES. CLASSES, ETC,

SONS.

Holland, Mich., Sept. 25, 1886.
Great excitementhas been caused in the
vicinityof Paris, Tex., by the remarkable
recovery of Mr. J. E. Corley, who was so
helpless he could not turn in bed, or raise
his head; everybody said he was dying of
consumption. A trial bottle of Dr. King’s
New Discoverywas sent him. Finding relief, he bought a large bottle and a box of
Dr. King’s New Life Pills; by the lime he
had taken two boxes of Pills and two
bottles of the Discovery, te was well and
had gained in flesh thirtv<six pounds.
Trial bottlesof this great Discovery for
consumption free at Yates & Kane, Holland A. De Kruif, Zeeland.

$1000
XF

forfeit

BrfnR In ycur OLD and VALUABLE
PICTURES and have them copied ant
enlarged. Call and examine my work

NOT HAVANA FILLER.

whether you wish any done or
Remember the name and number

ATTENTION
g

City.

Address, Tor Independent, 251 Broadway, New York
40 4t

When Baby

vru eick, we r»toT:s: Caatoria,

When

ehe was a Child, eke cried for Caatoria,

When

she became Miss, she clang to Caatoria,

Whan

aha had Children,ehe gave thorn Caatoria,

Dr. Flagg’s Family Ointment

103

We will buy all the Stave aud Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
round, viz:
Oak Stave Bolts, 30 Inches long.
White Ash Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.

A GENTLEMAN’S SMOKE

VOXL S

O

ID

WTO.

Thli Clgu wfll prove a* represented and will bo eiteome)? adrertleedIn ererj town for lire dealera who win
appreciatelu merit* and puth
Address

B

ING

it

Elm

Stave Bolts, 33 inches long.
Black Ash Stave Bolts, 33 inches long.
Black Ash Heading Bolls 38 incher long
Basswood Heading Bolts, 38 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.

accordingly.

HART BROS, Sole

18# Fifth Avenue,

-

XEUBT-ALXXj

For making
formationapply

Agents,

CHICAGO.
or to G.

-AT

H. WALSH’S.

A.

The Largest,
The Ablest,
The

contracts or further inFacton\

to Fixter’s Stave

ED. YEP SCHURE, 8upt.
Van Putlen & Sons’ store.

Now

Gold

Silver

Van Raalte
Silver and
—
—

Watches

ART.
STORY,
FINANCIAL,

Toilet Waters
in abundance and I particularlyInvite tfr ladies
of tiollaud to call and Inspect my stock.

Mr. Ed. Scott has been engaged a« Clerk
and will wait on all customers with
courtesy and politeness.

A. C.

1,

1886.

S.

J.

38-tf-

Selling Out!

the

CHEAPER THAN EVER.

9 lyr.

AND

now prepared 10 make Photographsof

Platform, Combination

In the Howard Block on River Street,opp.
Yates & Kane’s Drug Store.

-dealerin-

Express Wagons,
To which Invite the attention of all who desire
.!gbt and durable wagon.

«*

I

Jewelry, Watches,

have on band a iagre assortment of

DIAMONDS,

BTJO-C3-IES

.

Breyman

tto

&

all kinds

New Photograph Gallery,

cc

or dirty Jewelry, but good
clean goods at honest prices, at the
old reliablestore of

have recently commenced the manufactureof

|tn the highest style of the art at his

„

BUGGIES.

!

WATKINS

SMOKE

Three Years ..... 7 00
Four Years ...... 8.50
Five Years ..... 10.00

sells

BEST WAGONS

Those desiring pictures would do well to give
blm a call.

Year

^

But selling Goods

PHOTOGRAPHS
Is

NEWSPAPER.

!

No shop worn

W.

AGRICULTURAL,
SUNDAY-SCHOOL

GIVE ME A CALL
~ DR- FBOHOUTEN.
1886.

WYKHUYBEN.

Manufacturesaud

VAN RAALTE.

Holland,Mich., April

have all the Prescriptions of the late Dr. R. B.
Best aud cun prepare any of them
on si
short notice.

FLIEMAN Hot

City.

GIVE ME A CALL!
‘

I

Holland. Mich,, Oct. 20th,

I

SCIENTIFIC
POLITICAL.

™

Perfumes and

Holland, Mich., Kept. 80, 1885. 35-3m.

J.
The Best Livery in the

INSURANCE,

Four Months ..... 1 00
guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or Six Months.......1.50
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box. Nino Mouths ..... 2.25
For sale by Yates & Knnc, Holland, and
A. De Kruif, Zeeland.Mich.

of the late firm of Best & Landaal,I have renovated and fitted up the store in first-class
style and have added largelyto the
general stock of goods.

Plated Ware,

CHAINS, RINGS, ETC.

Hearse and Carriages
roil FUNERALS.

“The most influentialreligiousorgan in
the States.”— J’/hj Spectator, London, England.

.'JO

Having purchasedthe business and stock of

Toilet Articles

of

It has more and abler Contributors than
any three of its contemporaries. It stands Old pictures copied and enlarged, Which
In the front rank ol journalism, and every
Bncklen’sArnica Salvi.
W. 8. WATKINS.
Holland, Mlcb ., Sept. 2nd, 1886
31-3mos.
The best salve in the world for Cuts, oersou of intelligenceshould read it.
Bruises. Bores, Ulcers, Balt Rheum, Fever
Terms of Subscription:
Bores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
One
8 3.00
Corns, and all ekin eruptions, and positive- One Month ........8
Three Months....75
Two Years ..... 5.00
ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is

For sale by Yates & Kane.

k

H.
"One of the ablest weeklies in existence "-l\dl Mall Gazette, London, England.

SCHOUTEN, Prop.

Dregs and medicines,

C.

Proprielor

Dr. F. J.

Because I am going to sell out my entire
Stock of Goods, consisting of

fiest

-

by us on a guarantee.It cures Consumption.

WARD

Drug Store,

MA11KET STREET.

Catarrh cured, health and sweet breath secured
Shiloh’s Catarrh Kemedy. ' Price 50 cents
Nasal Injector free.

Shiloh's Cough and Consumption Cure is sold

there is a chance for

BARGAINS

Liverj and Sale Stable,

by

chest, use Shiloh’sPorous
Plaster; Price 25 centa. For sale by Yates & Kane

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

The entire business is for sale,
with good will included.
Hacks for Weddings, Private
Religious and Literary NewsParties and Receptions.
paper in the World.

Kane. 1

—

GRAND RAPIDS.

CLOCKS,

THE INDJPENDENT

Sleepless nights, made miserable by that terrible
congh. Shiloh'sCare is the remedy for you.
For sale by hates A
9

side or

8T.,

FIRST

family will be without It alter testing its
marveloussoothing and healing properties. Sold by druggistsfor 25 cents or
mailed on receipt of price, by the
William’s M’fo Co.. Cleveland, O.

-

MONROE

The only English paper in the Southrn pan of Ottawa County.

LITERARY,
EDUCATIONAL,

For lame back,

--

JACKSON’S GALLERY

Farmers and

RELIGIOUS,

--

Subscribe

Take Notice! _
Woodsmen.

Never fails to soothe and heal cuts,
"Clearly stands in the fore-front as a
burns, bruises, flesh wounds, inflamation,
weekly religious magazine.”— Sunday
sprains, pimples, chilblains, salt rheum,
School Times, Philadelphia.
chapped lips or hands, frost bites, cold
sores, sore nipples, and all diseases and It is a
eruptions of the skin. Young Ladies—
Dr. Flagg’s Family Ointment will remove
all pimples, blackheads, frecklesand
other blemishes from your face, leaving
the skin soft, smooth, and beautiful.No

not

Get Figures.

-FOR TOE

to

o

To our Headers.
mnot too strongly urge upon our
readers the necessity of subscribing for a
family weekly newspaper of the first-class
—such, for instance, aa The Independent,
of New York. Were we obliged to select
one publication for habitual and careful
reading to the conclusion of all others, we
should choose unhesitatedly The Independent. It is a newspaper, magazine, and
review, all in one. It is a religious,a literary, an educational, a story, an art, a
scientific, an agricultural,a financial,and
a political paper combined. It has 32
lolio pages and 21 departments. No matter what a person’s religion, politics or
profession may be, no matter what the age,
sex, employment or condition may be,
The Independent will prove a help, an instructor, an educator. Our readers can
do no less than to send a postal for a free
specimen copy, or for thirty cents the
paper will be sent a month, enabling one
to judge of Its merits more critically. Its
yearly subscription is $3.00, or two years
for $5.00.

And

Copying and Enlarging-

I will dispose of at the lowest possible
figures. -

I

am making

Silnrm

fltttinn. aid Fucr

Gold and

ALL KINDS OF OARS

They cannot be beat, and I make anythingIn the
hardwood line.

Silver

Watches

at

Hoods.

Rea-

sonable Prices,
All

the Goods are warranted

to be just as represented.

SUBaORtBli FOR ANY MAGAZINES OR

AT

LE9!,

HAVANA FILLED

and Wagon

Painting

T,us
Call

THE INDEPENDENT,
251 Broadway. New York.

Carriage

Price 5 Gents.

and See Me

before

Purchas-

ing Elseivhere,
J. FLIEMAN,
Holland. Mich. March

18,

1886.

I am prepared to do
graving promptly and

repatrir

g and enmanner

in the best

Come and examine our

stock.

No

trouble to show Goods.

O.

Holland. Mich.,

Oct.

BREYMAN.

20,

1886.

